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'Serving the Bowling Green community for over 75 years"

Gov. Voinovich's former chief sentenced
The Associated Press
MARYSVILLE, Ohio - Gov.
George Voinovich's former chief
of staff was sentenced Thursday
to six months in jail for accepting
home remodeling work from a
state contractor.
Paul Mifsud also was fined a
total of $1,750, was ordered to do
500 hours of community service
and was placed on two years'
probation.
Mifsud, who left the governor's
staff in July 1996 for personal
reasons, was indicted on charges
that he accepted and tried to

cover up about $100,000 worth of
home improvements from the
contractor.
He could have been sentenced
to up to nine months in jail and a
$1,750 fine.
Judge Richard Parrott rejected
the sentencing recommendation
of special Prosecutor Anthony
Heald. Heald recommended that
most of the jail time be suspended and that Mifsud serve three
days in jail with two years' probation and 100 hours of community service.
Parrott did not immediately
explain his reasons.

"It Is regrettable that he has
succumbed to the temptation of
greed, breached his trust as a
public employee by misuse of his
influence and power, and thus
sullied an enviable career," the
judge said before the sentencing
in Union County Common Pleas
Court.
"I only hope that at some point
I have the opportunity to correct
this blemish on my record," Mifsud told the judge.
He told reporters afterward
that he accepted the judge's sentence. He would not answer when
asked if he were surprised by the

Man opens fire at
robbery suspects
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - A man robbed
of drugs at his apartment opened
fire at the fleeing robbers
Thursday, injuring at least two,
police said.
The man crawled out the
window of his basement apartment and started shooting about
1:30 p.m. as the robbers ran
across a parking lot at Wedgewood Village Apartments.
Police had the man in custody.
His identity was not released.
Sgt. Wallace Rushin said police
believed the weapon was a large
caliber rifle. He could not confirm initial reports from officers
at the scene that the gunman was
armed with an AK47.
Rushin said a third man also
may have been wounded and
fled. But he said police did not
have any indication he was
armed.
Debbie Terry, the property
manager, said she heard the
shots as she was eating lunch at
her office a block and a half away
and drove to the scene.
"There was a gentleman laying
on the ground and rolling around.
Half his face was shot off."
Another victim was lying
nearby. "All the fingers were
shot off on one of his hands," she
said.
Wedgewood Village Apartments, made up of 79 buildings
and 868 apartments, sprawls
through a westside residential
area. Several schools are nearby.
Staffers at Eakin Elementary
School, which is about a quarter
of a mile away, locked all the
doors and kept students in their
classrooms when the shots were
fired, Principal Karen Netto said.

sentencing.
Heald said he was not surprised because he had made only
a recommendation.
"The most important thing is
the public embarrassment of the
conviction and impact it will
have on them in the future,"
Heald said.
The contractor on the project,
Thomas Banks, of Columbus, was
sentenced to six months on a
misdemeanor ethics charge. That
term will be suspended after he
serves 90 days, and he will be
placed on probation for two
years.

Banks, who pleaded no contest
The prosecutor had recomto the charge, also was fined mended a fine of $1,000.
$1,000 and ordered to do 500
hours of community service.
The governor's office had no
Banks is a minority contractor immediate comment on Mifsud's
and Voinovlch campaign contri- sentencing.
butor who has received more
than $3 million in state construcMifsud pleaded guilty Sept. 3
tion business. Prosecutors said to misdemeanor charges of obhe was paid about $110,000 for structing official business and
work that building permits esti- violating Ohio's ethics laws by
mated would cost $210,000.
accepting and then covering up
His attorney H. Ritchey Hol- the remodeling work on his thenlenbaugh said he would not have fiancee's home.
agreed to a plea bargain if he had
known Banks would be sentenced
The other charges were
dropped in a plea bargain.
to jail.

Program
opens
cultural
doors

Wet walk

"Not a night goes by
that you don't hear
gunshots."

□ A new program allows students the opportunity to study in two
different French-speaking cultures.

Kathy Carter
neighborhood resident
Both victims were taken to
hospitals and were in critical
condition.
A 20-year-old man had been
shot in the left eye, said Janet
Porter, a spokeswoman for Grant
Medical Center. Officials did not
yet know his name.
The other victim, Kevin Epps,
26, was to undergo surgery at
Mount Carmel Medical Center,
spokeswoman llona Isaacs said.
The extent of his injuries and
was not immediately available.
Shootings are not unusual at
the apartment complex, said
Kathy Carter, 50, who lives in an
adjacent building.
"Not a night goes by that you
don't hear gunshots," said Ms.
Carter, who has lived at Wedgewood for seven years.
She said residents have asked
for more protection.
"We don't even sit outside unless it's for five or 10 minutes at
a time."
Terry said eight off-duty police
officers patrol the apartments in
eight-hour shifts from Fridays to
Mondays. She hired the officers
in May because of problems and
resident complaints.
Sgt. Gary Cameron of the
police department's community
policing unit, said officers will
talk with community leaders to
try to improve the neighborhood.

By VICTORIA PARKER
The BC News

BC Ncwi Photo by David Wanner

Ryan Hartwig (left) and Dave Case, both sophomores, walk in the rain in front of the Education Building Thursday.

Parents of the year named
TIK>

BC News

tion major, and their daughter
In conjunction with parents Lyn, a senior fashion merchanweekend celebrations, the 1997 dising major.
Bowling Green State University
Two other Mulder children atparents of the year have been tended the University - their son
Sean graduated in December
named.
Al and Sally Mulder of West- 1995 and daughter Shelley gradlake, Ohio have won the award. uated in May 1997.
Kevin and Lyn said they nomiThey were nominated by their
son Kevin, a junior music educa- nated their parents because of all

their love and unconditional support, Lyn said.
"They deserve it," Lyn said.
"They really do."
The couple will be presented at
halftime of Saturday's football
game at Doyt Perry Stadium
against Western Michigan University.

Case against police officers reconsidered
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - A federal
appeals court says a lower
court must hear complaints
against northern Kentucky
police by the estate of a woman
killed in a 1994 car wreck and
by another woman who tried to
help the victim.
Eric Deters, lawyer for Susan Stemler and the estate of
Connl Black, said Thursday he
hopes U.S. District Judge William Bertelsman of Covington,
Ky., can hear the case next
spring.
Ms. Black, 36, of Walton, Ky.,
was decapitated when her boyfriend's truck smashed into a
guardrail Feb. 19, 1994, along

Interstate 75 near Florence,
Ky.
William Chipman, the father
of Ms. Black who represents
her estate, alleges the officers
showed indifference for Ms.
Black's safety by putting her
into a car with her intoxicated
boyfriend.
Witnesses said the boyfriend, Steve Kritis, had been
beating Ms. Black earlier in the
evening at a Florence bar and
was pursuing her after Ms.
Stemler agreed to give Ms.
Black a ride home.
Ms. Stemler said that although she told the police of
Kritis' abuse and pursuit of her
car, Ms. Stemler was arrested
on a charge of drunken driving

while Kritis was not tested. Ms.
Stemler was acquitted of the
charge.
Ms. Stemler said the officers
arrested her only after accepting Kritis' allegation that Ms.
Stemler was a lesbian kidnapping his girlfriend.
The appeals court said it appears that the officers may
have violated Ms. Stemler's
rights by arresting her because
they apparently disapproved of
what they perceived as her
orientation. Ms. Stemler, who
now lives in Florida, says she is
not a lesbian.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals' ruled Wednesday that
the case against police officers
of Florence, Ky., and sheriff's

deputies of Boone County, Ky.,
must be reconsidered.
The court overturned an earlier decision that said the officers could not be sued. The decision will give Ms. Stemler
and the family of Ms. Black a
chance to argue that the officers violated the women's
rights, Deters said.
"They'll finally get their day
In court," Deters said. "This
has been a very emotional, long
drawn-out battle."
A three-judge appeals panel
on Wednesday upheld Bertelsman's July 1996 decision
dismissing the Stemler and
Black complaints against the
city of Florence and Boone
County.

But the appeals court reinstated the complaints against
the individual officers, Lt.
Thomas Dusing, Bobby Joe
Wince and John Dolan of the
Florence police, and Boone
County sheriff's deputies Rob
Reuthe and Chris Alsip.
Jeffrey Mando, lawyer for
the officers, said the appellate
court's ruling was not a finding
of guilt, but just an order for
the lower court to reopen the
case.
"We've got our own story to
tell here," Mando said.
Kritis, 32, of Norwood, Ohio,
later pleaded guilty to reckless
homicide and received five
years'probation.

Spanning two continents and a
semester of credit hours, a new
BGSU "Semester in France and
Burkina Faso (Africa)" program
is underway.
The program is designed so
that a person with absolutely no
experience in the French language can spend 12 weeks in
France, living with a French-speaking local family and attend
classes in art history, geography,
French language and French literature.
After a new addition to the
program, the students can spend
two weeks in Burkina Faso, a
former colony of France located
in Africa. Here they would stay
with a local family and attend
classes about Africa. They would
also go on weekend trips to various cultural sights.
Students have the opportunity
to earn between 15-18 University
credit hours that can be used for
anv general education, language
or French major or minor requirements.
"It's not just French culture in
France, but the culture of those
who speak French," said Opportune Zongo, program director
and French professor.
This program will give the students both a cultural experience
and a linguistic experience.
Zongo emphasized that any students with open minds and interest in expanding their horizons Intellectual, cultural and academic - would be welcome in this
program.
One bright aspect of this trip is
that it does not cost much more
than the tuition that is typically
paid at the University - around
$6,700. Any scholarships or
grants that a student already has
for college would apply to this
program as well.
In addition, there are three
different agencies that give
scholarships to help defray the
cost. If more than 10 students
participate in the Burkina Faso
portion of the program, the airplane cost from France to Burkina Faso will be waived.
Anthony F.verman, instructor
• See FRANCE, page four.
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Columnists enjoy life in lap of luxury
This column was originally
supposed to be about how I, as a
columnist, can relate to the
problems and hassles of the
everyday reader. Then 1 began to
do something I have been warned
against numerous times. I
started thinking.
I realized that I can't relate to
the problems of ordinary citizens.
You see. as a columnist, I'm
better than everyone else. As a
group, we are a happening
bunch of people. We're all
attractive, well off. popular. We
set the styles for the country. We
determine what Is "blah."
"passe." or "cliche." We determine
when "cliche" Is too cliche to say.
We are not associated with the
middle class, with the commoners. We do not put on our pants
like everyone else, we put them
on both legs at a time. Sure, this
Involves a great deal more
tripping, but we're up to It.
Some think that columnists

TOM MATHER
are chosen for
their personality, style, and
looks, but never
for their writing.
In reality,
columnists are
never chosen for
their style.
To be a
columnist
means that the air Is sweeter, the
food tastes better, and members
of the opposite sex are more
attracted to you.
So as a columnist, there are a
lot of hassles that 1 don't have to
put up with. The week of a
typical average Joe has the ups
and downs of everyday life that I
as a columnist am freed from. In
the last week, for example:
I did not get sick. 1 was not
awake past 3 a.m. Friday.

Saturday, and Sum ly nights. If I
had felt sick on Saturday,
everyone would have Immediately
understood and acknowledged it.
On Sunday. If I felt a little better,
no one would have told me. "You
look like you're wasted. No. I
mean, really wasted."
Being a columnist. 1 did not
have to take a test over 12
chapters on Monday. Therefore. I
did not start this column when I
should have been studying for
the test. I did not stop to watch
the Indians win. and I did not
skim over the last five chapters.
I was never awakened by a
tornado siren blasting at 10:00
a.m. on Saturday morning. There
are special sensors In the dorm
that shut down the siren In what
ever area I happen to be.
As a highly respected columnist. I didn't have to really write
my last column on a roll of toilet
paper. I could Just say I did.
Being a columnist. I never

have to worry about meetin.
friends at the homecoming .arae.
They would never tell me to meet
them, "at 1:00 by the fifty yard
line of the home stands where we
normally sit." only to then not
show up.
I did not watch the Lions lose
to Buffalo the week after they
beat the defending Super Bowl
Champion Packers. On my
special columnist TV. the Lions
won. (On my special columnist
TV. the Lions have won several
Super Bowls, except those few
years they lost to the Browns.)
A columnist's car never needs
to be taken to the dealership to
be repaired.
Columnists have special
mental powers that prevent them
from being confused by mechanics In conversations like:
"Yes. Tom. we have your
transmission torn apart, and
altogether the estimate to fix It Is
750 dollars."

"Well, what If I don't want If
fixedv How long do you think it
will last?"
"You don't understand, we
have It all apart on the floor. If
It's not fixed the gears will be
sheared."
"Oh."
"So, is It okay with you to go
ahead and fix It?"
As a columnist. I did not have to
hurt my head trying to figure out
why they asked If they could fix
It. if I had no choice. Therefore, I
did not have to pay the eight
hundred dollars to fix It
Luckily, since my car wasn't in
the dealership and I wasn't sick,
I didn't need my car to get some
cold medication.
Compared to what could have
happened If I weren't a columnist, the last week has been
great, all In all. In fact, life as a
columnist Is pretty okay.
All of the rumors about us are
true, too. Columnists are over-

paid. Professors are more lenient
with columnists than with
regular students. Columnists
support random baby killings to
solve the population explosion.
(How did that get In here?)
Columnists believe that everyone
should earn the same amount,
no matter how hard they work or
the difficulty of their Job. No wait.
I'm sorry. That's communists.
Columnists eat cookies all day
long and don't gain weight or get
sick. Columnists have no limits
on the length of what they write.
Columnists are always good at
what they do. Sometimes, when a
columnist writes a column,
especially one that is egotistical
and/or promotes the random
slaughter of babies, that columnist Is
Just kidding.
Tom Mather is a columnist for The
News. Comments can be sent to
mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu or to 210 West
Hall.

Letters to the Editor Policy:
The BG News encourages readers' input to discuss topics
of interest to the BGSU community. If you would like yo
have something printed in The BG News, we offer you two
formats.
•Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500
words (less than two typed, double-spaced pages).
•Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800-900 words)
can be submitted as Guest columns. Guest columns will be
subject to space limitations and considered based on topic
relevance and quality.
Please include your address, major, academic class
and phone number (phone numbers are strictly for
verification and not for publication). If you are not a
BGSU student, please provide your position or affiliation
with the University or the community.
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought
in saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred^
Bring the letter to Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid identification.
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing
all letters received. The News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.
Anonymous letters will be printed if valid identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity is
in the proper interests of the writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted
for publication.

Cheating could jeopardize community building
Bowling Green State University aspires to be one of the
premiere learning institutions In
the country and has developed
numerous initiatives to achieve
this goal. The "Building Community" project was a joint effort to
examine the work and study lives
of students, staff, faculty,
administrators and other constituents.
The University also created
administrative positions to
enhance recruitment and retention, diversity, and academic
advisement: renovated several
residence halls: and recently
announced plans for a new
student union.
However, among these and
other Initiatives, a fundamental
component of becoming a
premier learning Institution
seems to be missing: the promotion of academic Integrity.
The term Is best defined as
academic dishonesty which Is
"an Intentional act of fraud. In
which a student seeks to claim
credit for work or effort of
another student without authorizaUon. or uses unauthorized
materials or fabricated informa-

tion In any academic exercise"
(Gehringand Pavela. 1994, p. 5).
This definition Is the one which
Is listed In the BGSU Student
Handbook.
Historically, one of higher
education's fundamental goals
has been to develop and enhance
the moral and ethical values of
students.
A 1993 report by the Wingspread Group which consisted of
business and educational leaders
Indicated that the development of
student moral and ethical values
Is even more essential today due
to the perceived decline or
weakening of the role of family
and religious Institutions.
A 1979 Carnlgle Council on
Policy Studies In Higher EducaUon report also expressed
concern regarding the moral and
ethical conduct of students with
academic Integrity being a major
issue.
Two major studies provide an
overview of the extent of academic dishonesty at four-year
Institutions. The first national
study on academic dishonesty
was conducted In 1963 and
surveyed over 5.000 students
1

from 99 different four-year
colleges and universities.
The results of the study
Indicated that 75% of the students admitted to cheating one
or more times while In college.
The second major study was
conducted In 1993 and sampled
over 6.000 students from 31
medium to small highly selective
four-year institutions.
The results of the study
Indicated that over 80% of the
students at non-honor code
Institutions admitted to cheating
one or more times while In
college. Of the nine similar
cheating behaviors from the
1963 and the 1993 study the
extent of cheating was 72% and
70% respectively.
A proactive role to promote
academic Integrity and ensure
continued quality academic
programs and moral and ethical
development Is essential If BGSU
desires to become a premiere
learning Institution. Klbler, Nuss,
Paterson and Pavela (1988)
Indicated that moral development
and the promotion of academic
Integrity are Inevitably coupled
together.

The authors highlight an
example that Involved three
students preparing for a major
exam. Two of the students decide
to attempt to purchase a copy of
a stolen exam while the third
student is forced to make a
decision. The third student had
to decide to Join his friends and
try to purchase a copy of a stolen
exam or take a stand against his
friends. Either decision has
implications on how the student
process and makes decisions the
rest of his or her life.
From another perspective,
once a student graduates from
an InsUtutlon. he or she becomes
a representative of the university
at the workplace and In the
community.
The potential Implications can
hinder or enhance the
Institution's recruitment efforts,
employment opportunities for
other graduates, the hiring of
faculty and staff, and the
Institution's Image. Thus, to
become a premier learning
InsUtutlon. the promotion of
academic Integrity Is Imperative.
One strategy to promote
academic integrity would be to

GUEST COLUMNIST
become a member of the Center
for Academic Integrity. The
Center's mission Is to provide "a
forum to Identify, affirm, and
promote the values of academic
Integrity among students"
(McCabe & Cole, 1995. p.5).
The mission is achieved
through annual conferences,
research, the development of
fundamental standards, and
highlighting model programs and
practices.
A second strategy would be to
appoint a person or create a
position that promotes academic
Integrity. This person would
develop programs, conduct
research, and review policies and
trends that promote Integrity or
encourage dishonesty.
Several Ideas for programs
Include an academic integrity
week, workshops for faculty and
graduate teaching assistants,
and lecture series.
The InsUtutlon should also
review their current policies and

procedures related to academic
dishonesty to determine If they
are still viable and effective.
A final strategy would be to
encourage faculty to Incorporate
a statement about academic
dishonesty In their course
syllabi, revise examinations, and
have periodic discussions
throughout the semester to
clarify what constitutes academic
dishonesty and the penalties for
engaging in this behavior.
Research has demonstrated
that faculty vigilance Is a key
factor In promoting academic
Integrity.
In conclusion, I am not
suggesting that BGSU has a
problem with academic dishonesty on campus. However, a
proactive role to promote Integrity will further the university's
cause toward becoming a premiere learning Institution.
Robert L. Callaway is currently a
fourth year doctoral student in the
higher education program. Comments
can be e-mailed to
rcallaw@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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FACT:
Then are 16,699 students attending
Bowling Green State University.
FICTION:
There will be 16,699 students studying in
today's 70 degree weather.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
UPCOMING

A look at what some members of the community think about the issue of the day:

EVENTS

Today's Question:
"How do you prepare for
B.G.'s weather?"

Friday, 10/10/97
VISION information
tables (9 am - 4 pm)
Union Mall. Tables will include
information, games, music, snacks,
and FUN!!

Car Display (10 am - 4 pm)
Southeast comer of Eppler.
Steve Koenig
Geography
Senior

Guenter Miller
Geology
Graduate Student

Molly Markmey
Paleobiology and
Russian
Sophomore

Michelle Lang
Undecided
Freshman

Warren Fraukford
Sophomore
Business Administration

"Stay home."

"I watch the weather
channel."

"What they said."

"Biggest, longest,
warmest coat I can

"I call Huntington
bank's time and temp."

Sign-up for Million
Woman March (11 am-4
pm)
Union Foyer.

find."

Public skating (12:45 pm 2:15 pm)
Ice Arena Cheap -kate.

Cross Country at All-Ohio
Championships (2 pm)
DAY S

OHIO Weather
Friday, Oct. 10
AccuWe;ither* fbrccosl lor daytime conditions ami high temperatures

^"^

MICH.

Delaware, Ohio, the men's race is
scheduled to begin at 2:00 pm, with
the women's race set for 2:45.

IUOTE OF
AY

BGSU hockey vs. Waterloo
<7pm)

"My child did something wrong when
he was 15. He's sorry. He said ne'd
never do it again."

Cleveland 70°
Toledo 73'

Ger
Abrahamson,

Youngstown| 71'

Mansfield 72°

BGSU Ice Arena (Bowling Creea
Ohio). The Falcons start their 29th
season of intercollegiate competition
on the varsity level with this nonconference game against Ontario
Universities Athletic Association-foe
Waterloo.

Volleyball hosts Akron (7
pm)
Anderson Arena. The Falcons and
Zips hook up in a Friday night
contest.

a Waterloo, Iowa resident on her son moving back home after spending
time in a detention center for sexually abusing a 10-year-old

Daytonl 74 ~|

BGSU men's soccer at
Kentucky (7:30 pm)

Columbus 76'

The Cage (Lexington, Ky.). The
Falcons play their final match of a
lengthy stint away from home,
including three straight conference
contests.

FRIDAY FILM
Cincinnati 76

Selena (8 pm)
■

>~>

|

111 Olscamp Hall. Admission is $2
with student ID Sponsored by UAO.

.

Portsmouth | 77" |

Real Deal Crazy Game
Show (8 pm)

-*

^£5c£j,£i*
Showers T-storms Ram

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Silver River Cafe. Sponsored by
UAO.

<£fX

Sunny Pt Cloudy Cloudy

Star Stealers — a cosmic
"whodunit?" (8 pm)

Via Associated Press GraptucsNet

Planetarium.

Death of a Salesman (8 pm)
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Arthur
Miller's classic drama of Willie
Loman, th .* common man as tragic
hero. Call 372-2719 for ticket
information.

TODAY'S

WEATHER

Selena (11 pm)
111 Olscamp Hall. Admission is $2
with student ID. Sponsored by UAO.

Today

University intensifies their effort to keeps students on campus
during the weekends.

Tomorrow

PAGE THREE is intendedas on irreverent Ux>kal the University. Weal The BG Newsnms/i/i'r it an offbeat page where we
try to offer somethinji 'or everybody. Opinions expressed herein on solely those of our staff. Have a nice dm.

Phi Siq Palooza
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
7-11 p.m.
Featuring: September's Children
and Muse
COST $5.00

Charity for The Link
Held at 129 S. Prospect
Call 372-2761 for more information

Mirage^Salon Supports
National Coming Out Day &
Vision!
425 E. Wooster

"^
"111 I Hi Hill

Listen to WBGU
Sat. Sept. 27th
FALCON FOOTBALL
Pregame starts at 1:00p.m.

B.G.

vs

Falcons

W- Michigan

Broncos

Game Starts at 2:00 p.m.

£

Union Mall. Event will include
snacks, tunes, games, and more! Join
in the fun- come on out!

Just like most homework excuses, Friday Film is not intended to be taken seriously. Have a good weekend.

Sunny. High: 69. Low: 45.

»•

National Coming6 Out Day
(TBA)
'

.-.iSS

Sunny. High: 71. low: 46.

Live on WBGU
Right After Game
"ON-THI-LINE
Sports Talk Show

«••*

I,

88.1

III!

Howard's Club H
Mon-Sat 12-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

210 N. Main

A TAKE OFF ON THE POPULAR GAME
- SHOWLETS MAKE A DEAL"
•interactive audience participation*
•PRIZES'
•complimentary cookie platter to first 10 tables•full menu of Coffeehouse Desserts & Specialty
Coffee beveragesHosted by: comedian William J. Smith
Friday. October 10th
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Silver River Cafe. Kreischer Quadrangle
FREE ADMISSION
Student Housing and Residence Programs
University Activities Organization
Resident Student Association
Dining Services

352-9951

Friday & Saturday
Back to Back Blues
Fri Dr. Hector & the Groove Injectors
Sat A.C. Reed
7/ -^1 Bands Stan at 10p.m.

't^lL^X .

AA

Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball

,111 Nil)

The Real Deal
CRAZY GAME SHOW

Sponsored by

6>' 5 Falcon Hockoy vs. W. Michigan

WBGU

354-2016

The calendar of events is a service o/The
BG News for the community. A more
complete listing of these events can be
found on the University web page.

$1.25 Fare

For Elderly. Handicapped Persons. & Children 4-13 w/Adult
Transit I.D. Card Required'
•AMIIUNC U

GraM't Adn>ini«rak*\ Oflict. J54-6203
▼

Discount Taxi Tickets Available Please Call 354-6203 For Information.

Children Ride Free-

"4 Years or Younger, or Under 40 Pounds, wiih an Adult
Chidirn Musi Ride in Child RtMruinl Scat* Pimided
▼

Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & Group Sealing

Hours: 6:00 a.m. - Midnight
Monday - Saturday
Heslnclcd Hour% on Holidays
.Sersitc\rea Bowling <»re
Pleavrleidmerlm-w ho*
nun) persons uill
tv riding

This service is financed in pan from
operating at.wM.tnce granl from
ODOT A FT A

B.(;.T.i\i
352-0796

< :ill I Intiir lit'lori*

{ BG I'.i -1 informanc
available in large pnni
and audio tape formal
upon request
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■ ESCAPE SENTENCE

Man who ran from sheriffs deputies sentenced
TOLEDO - A man who pleaded guilty to an escape charge was
sentenced to eight years in prison.
Bryan Bigelow, 30, ran from sheriffs deputies in the parking
lot of Sylvania Municipal Court, where he was taken in July to
face misdemeanor charges.
Earlier, in Lucas County Common Pleas Court, he had been
found guilty of two robberies.
Prosecutors said he somehow had been able to get free of ankle
chains. He was apprehended about a block away.
Common Pleas Judge Ronald Bowman said Wednesday the
sentence took into account Bigelow's record, but he did not consider his alleged part in an apparent escape attempt Sunday
from the county jail.
Deputies found a metal object that could have been used as a
knife in Bigelow's cell, which was next to that of Ralph Baze, who
allegedly made his way through ductwork above the cells to an
office.
Sheriffs department officials said it was decided not to press
escape charges in that incident.
Bigelow had been sentenced by Judge James Jensen to 15
years in prison on the robbery convictions with an additional
three years for using a handgun in one of those crimes.
The sentences will run consecutively.

A
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■ HURRICANE PAULINE

**

Storm blasts coast with high winds
HUATULCO, Mexico - Hurricane Pauline pounded the Pacific
coast today with high winds and towering seas as it churned
northward toward Acapulco, Mexico's most populous resort.
Pauline raked tourist hotels and fishing villages northwest of
here through the night, churning up 30-foot seas with 115 mph
winds while leaving a trail of roofless and ruined residences.
There were no immediate reports of injuries or deaths. But
telephone communication to much of the coast was cut after Pauline began pummeling the shore Wednesday evening.
Tourists huddled in darkened hotels and hundreds of Mexican
coastal dwellers sought refuge in emergency shelters overnight.
■ OFFICER MISCONDUCT

Army officer accused of sexual harassment
WASHINGTON -- The Army has decided to court-martial Sgt.
Maj. of the Army Gene McKinney, Its top enlisted soldier, on
sexual misconduct charges resulting from accusations of harassment and assault by six servicewomen.
McKinney, a 29-year veteran, is expected to enter a plea at an
arraignment within a few days. He has strongly denied the allegations against him and accused the Army of racial bias. McKinney is black; all six of his accusers are white.
No trial date was set.

City Blotter
A man said that a dog was hit by a car and was whimpering
Saturday morning. The man reported he heard the car that
hit the dog and wanted to alert police. Police Investigated
but didn't see a dog.
A car passed police with a man hanging out of it Sunday
morning. After being pulled over, the driver said the man had
the flu and he was driving him home.
Police received a call reporting a man breaking Into an
apartment Sunday morning. The man had actually locked
himself out and kicked the door In.
A man reported someone attempting to steal a ladder out
of his work truck Sunday morning. Police dldnt find anyone.
A man complained that his neighbors were smoking marijuana and it smelled up his apartment Friday night. Police
smelled the odor but didn't find where It came from.
A suspicious looking car was parked In front of Churchill's
Saturday morning. A woman who was In the car said she was
parked there to think and was on her way.
Someone complained that a peeping torn ran In and out of
a Pearl Street alley Saturday morning. Police checked the
area and dldnt see anyone.
A woman reported that a man attempted to get Into her
house Saturday morning. The man was throwing up and
thought he was at his house. His friends took him home.
A woman screamed for her dog Saturday morning. Police
advised her not to scream for her dog again.
Three Intoxicated men broke down a fence and ran Into an
apartment Saturday morning. Police advised the men to pay
for the damage.
A woman complained that two screens were removed from
her windows and Wall Street Journals were thrown around
her yard. Police didn't locate anyone.
A woman's daughter reportedly drove her car without
permission Wednesday moming. Police found the car and
gave It back to her.
A black purse with religious publications In It was found
Tuesday afternoon. Police notified the owner and she picked
It up.

AiftocUtcd PrciB photo

A large flock erf starlings is silhouetted against the setting sun Wednesday.

Eddie Bauer case closes for $1 million
The Associated Press

GREENBELT, Md. - Three
young black men who accused
the Eddie Bauer chain of "consumer racism" for detaining
them on suspicion of shoplifting
and forcing one of them to take
off his shirt were awarded $1
million Thursday.
A federal jury of four whites
and three blacks found that the
young men were falsely imprisoned and defamed by store
officials and that the outdoorclothing company negligently
supervised its security guards.
However, the jury did not find
that the civil rights of 18-year-old
Alonzo Jackson, who was forced
to remove his shirt, were vio-

lated.
The jury deliberated seven
hours over two days before
awarding Jackson $850,000 in
compensatory and punitive damages. His friends, Rasheed
Plummer, 18, and Marco Cunningham, 20, each were awarded
$75,000.
They had sought $85 million.
The three men, high school
students at the time of the 1995
incident, claimed they were unnecessarily stopped and held by
security guards as they left the
Eddie Bauer warehouse store in
Fort Washington.
Security guard Robert Sheehan
asked if Jackson had purchased
the shirt he was wearing. When
Jackson couldn't immediately

produce a receipt ~ he had
bought the shirt at the store a day
earlier - Sheehan asked him to
take it off and leave, according to
their lawsuit.
Sheehan interrogated Jackson
despite being told by a store cashier that Jackson had bought the
shirt from her. Plummer and
Cunningham were detained for
about 10 minutes while Jackson
was questioned, the lawsuit
claimed.
When Cunningham protested,
he was told: "Sit down or I'll lock
you up," his lawyer, Ed Connor,
told the jury.
Jackson returned later that
night with the receipt and retrieved the shirt.
The teen-agers sued the Red-

Sex offender worries hometown
The Associated Press

WATERLOO, Iowa - Elementary school officials distributed bright pink warning
notices and locked all but the
main entrance. Older siblings
carried baseball bats as they
picked up their brothers and
sisters.
Fifty yards away from Longfellow Elementary School,
Gerry Abrahamson sat tearful
Wednesday in her two-story
house as she ignored taunts
from the street and questioned
why her son, a convicted sex
offender, couldn't be left alone.
"My child did something
wrong when he was 15," Mrs.
Abrahamson said. "He's sorry.
He said he'd never do it again. I
know my son. He said he
learned his lesson."
But authorities aren't so
sure. For the first time in Iowa
since a sex offender registry
was created in 1995, residents
have been notified of a person
convicted of a sex crime has
moved into their neighborhood.
Richard D. Abrahamson, who
turned 18 on Wednesday, was
released Tuesday from a juvenile facility to return to his
mother's home near the
school's cafeteria-gymnasium
entrance.
In June 1995, when Abrahamson was 15, he entered a
Waterloo home through a
window and kidnapped a
10-year-old boy at knife point.

The youth was brought to
Abrahamson's home and sexually abused.
Abrahamson served nearly
two years at the Eldora State
Training School after pleading
guiltv to second-degree sexual
abuse.
The Iowa Division of Criminal Investigation said Abrahamson was a "dangerous sexual predator who may likely reoffend" and told police that he
was moving back to his old
neighborhood.
When local police Informed
the public Tuesday, it set off a
panic in Waterloo, an agricultural equipment manufacturing and meatpacking town of
about 65,000 in northeast Iowa.
"I don't think it's right that
he can basically look out his
window and see all these kids,"
said LaToya Godfrey, whose
three children asked her to
pick them up after school.
At a neighborhood meeting
Wednesday night, Principal
Christina Windsor told a crowd
of 250 people that security
measures were being put in
place, including mandatory
name tags for staff and visitors, supervised bathroom
breaks and locked outside
doors.
"I don't wish anyone any ill
will," she said. "I just want
what's best for the children."
Police Chief Bernal Koehrsen said patrols would be increased around the school.

125 years ofSisterhood
1872-1997
(Bordeaux 'Bait
OctoSer 11,1997

When a convicted sex
offender registers with local
authorities, officials consider a
variety of factors to determine
whether it is necessary to notify the public. Koehrsen decided it was necessary in
Abrahamson's case.
"The risk assessment indi
cates this person is at risk to
re-offend and that persons of
either gender and any age may
be at risk," he said.
R. Ben Stone, executive director of the Iowa Civil Liberties Union, said Koehrsen
helped incite a panic.
"When someone like the
police chief makes a comment
like that, it certainly creates an
atmosphere of hysteria and
enhances the possibility of
vengeance wreaked upon this
person," Stone said.
Mrs. Abrahamson, who has
lived at the house for 3 1/2
years, said her family has been
threatened and neighbors have
stopped speaking with her.
During an interview Wednesday, a car stopped in front of
her house and its occupants
shouted profanities.

mond, Wash.-based store chain to
prevent a repeat of such "consumer racism," said Donald
Temple, the lawyer for Jackson
and Plummer.
Eddie Bauer's lawyers denied
wrongdoing and blamed Sheehan, who they said acted on his
own and in violation of store policy.
Defense attorney Gerald Ivey
also denied the plaintiffs' allegations of company-wide racism,
noting that Eddie Bauer's antidiscrimination policy bars unfair
treatment of minority employees
and customers.
Eddie Bauer officials have also
apologized in writing to the plaintiffs, Ivey said.

FRANCE
Continued from page one.

of romance languages, said "The
chance for the student to study
two French-speaking cultures is
what is special about this program."
"This is a way to meet people
in their everyday lives and to get
as much exposure to the culture
as possible," Everman said. "If
you participate in this program,
you will experience something
that not many Americans get to
experience."
Anyone interested in participating in this program should
contact Opportune Zongo at
372-7396 or e-mail her at
ozongo@bgnet .bgsu.edu.

Have you
bussed your
Mother ....Earth
today?

"It was a real friendly place.
I loved to live here. But now
I'm scared to death," said Mrs.
Abrahamson, who would not allow a reporter to speak with
her son.
"He will not go outdoors by
himself," she said.

9QHAGS
Tit
%okedou* <Patace
Alternative Clothing
• Beaded/Hemp Jeweify
• Imported Cigars • Clove
Cigarettes • Incense • Unique
Candles • Glass Cunos • Tapestries
• Stickers • Posters

• 800+Tees

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat11-9 Sunday 12-6
352-3306
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Tribe escapes Camden with split
The Associated Press

BALTIMORE - Check the temperature and the scoreboard, this Indian
summer Isn't over yet.
Marquis Grissom hit a three-run
homer In the eighth inning off Armando
Benitez on Thursday night, giving the
Cleveland Indians a 5-4 victory over the
Baltimore Orioles in Game 2 of the AL
championship series.
With the Indians trailing 4-2 in the
eighth and on the verge of falling behind 2-0 in the best-of-7 series, Grissom
hit a shot into the Orioles' bullpen that
stunned the Camden Yards crowd and
surely sent living rooms and bars in
Ohio into a frenzy.
Cleveland, which came back from a
2-1 deficit to beat the defending World
Series champion New York Yankees in
the opening round, benefited from two
walks and a controversial call in the
eighth that set up Grissom's shot.
Benitez struck out pinch-hitter Jeff
Branson to open the inning before walking Sandy Alomar. He then struck out
Tony Fernandez and appeared to get
pinch-hitter Jim Thome as well on a 3-2
pitch.
Thome checked his swing on the pitch
and although TV replays showed his bat
had crossed the plate, he was awarded

first base. Grissom, who went 3-for-4,
then drove a 1-1 pitch to the deepest
part of the ballpark, bringing the Indians out of the dugout.
Cleveland's Mike Jackson got two
outs in the eighth and Jose Mesa
pitched the ninth for the save.
Following a travel day Friday, the series will resume at Jacobs Field on Saturday. The Orioles will send ace Mike
Mussina to the mound against Orel
Hershiser.
Mike Bordick snapped a sixth-inning
tie with a two-run single, and Cal Ripken hit a two-run homer - his first career postseason shot ~ as the Orioles
took a 4-2 lead into the eighth and
turned it over to their brilliant bullpen,
which was 83-4 when protecting leads
after the seventh inning this year.
Manny Ramirez hit a two-run homer
in the first inning for Cleveland, which
stranded seven runners through the
first four innings and was 0-for-7 in the
series with runners in scoring position
before Grissom's homer.
With the score tied 2-2 in the sixth,
the Orioles loaded the bases against
starter Charles Nagy on two fielder's
choices and a walk. Bordick, whose offseason acquisition as a free agent final-

ly moved Ripken from shortstop to
third base, battled Nagy to a full count
before lining an opposite-field single to
right, scoring both runners.
With a game-time temperature of 75
degrees, Cleveland took a 2-0 in a top of
the first inning that looked more Little
League than major league.
Baltimore starter Jimmy Key, one of
the game's best control pitchers, set a
postseason record by hitting three batters in one inning. After Key nailed
Omar Vizquel with one out, Ramirez followed with his first postseason homer, a
drive to center that Brady Anderson
couldn't get despite scaling the outfield
wall.
Both runners advanced on a fielder's
choice and Key found himself in a
bases-loaded mess when he hit Tony
Fernandez on the foot. Key fell behind
3-0 to Kevin Seitzer before striking him
out for the final out.
Key, 1-9 in his last 12 home starts,
gave up five hits and two runs in four
innings.
Nagy, who had a loss and a nodecision in the playoff last year, allowed eight hits in 5 2-3 innings.
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Teammates Jim Thome (middle) and Rip Roberts (right) congratulate Marquis Grissom after his game-winning, three-run homer in the eighth inning.
The series is even at 1 game apiece.

Men's soccer tecunfaces Wildcats,
RedHawks in key MAC weekend
□ The Falcon soccer
team takes on two more
conference rivals in
Kentucky and Miami.

Kentucky Friday and at home
iWHAT:
against Miami on Sunday.
Men's soccer at Kentucky,
After going 13-0-1 in its prevs. Miami
vious 14 MAC games, the Falcons •WHEN:
lost a 1-0 decision to the new kid
Fri., 7:30 p.m.
on the block, Marshall, on SunSun., 2 p.m.
day. Marshall leads the MAC at
•WHERE:
By JIMTOCCO
34).
Fri., Lexington. KY
The BG News
Now, in Kentucky, BG finds
Sun., Cochrane Field
another undefeated conference
Bowling Green's men's soccer opponent that plays tough at
team will try to get back on the home.
right track in the conference
BG coach Mel Mahler, who
race this weekend with MidAmerican Conference matches in
• See SOCCER, page six.
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Prices Effective 10/6^10/1
Regular or Wavy
Selected Varieties

Lay's
Potato Chips

L29i

?8QYEARS

Assorted Varieties

Introducing...
The Card for Instant
Savings SL Convenience!

RCNcoil'hotobyJc

i
Edy's
i Ice Cream or
I Frozen Yogurt

n) M.in in

lunior Leon Weathersby outruns a Northern Illinois lineman Saturday. Weathersby has played tailback,
special teams both ways, and comerback this season.

Falcons put perfect MAC
record on line Saturday
Q The Broncos' potent
arial attack will test
BG's secondary Saturday.
By SCOTT BROWN
The BC News
The Falcon secondary Neon style - gets its first real
test Saturday.
Western Michigan, with
highly touted quarterback Tim
Lester in tow, invades Bowling
Green for a key Mid-American
Conference tilt (2 p.m.,
WBGU-FM).
"Neon style" refers to starting comerback "Neon" Leon
Weathersby, who got his first
start last week against Northern Illinois. The defense, in
turn, did not allow a touchdown
for the first time this season.
WMU, at 3-3 overall and all
alone In second place in the
MAC West, Is a much different

IT'S AS EASY AS:
1. Complete the easy application
2. Turn in and instantly get your Churchill's Club
card/key tags.
3. Have our cashier scan your card or key tags
when checking out...the savings will be
immediate.

GAME

HURCHIUS

I

i

Regular Hickcxy Smocked or
Lowef Salt

Eckrich
Sliced Bacon
uu.pki.

Get Extra Savings and Convienence FREE!
When you sign up for our FREE CARD, enter to win...
• A 4-Day, 3-NljJht Getaway Vacation
team than the hapless Huskies,
however. BG will be tested,
early and often.
"Offensively, they are going
to test our secondary," said
comerback Morty Bryce. "We
are coming off a good game
against Northern Illinois, but
they only threw so many times.
"We're going to see a lot
more of those Saturday."
Bryce Is another reason the
Falcons have picked up the
slack defensively as well as on
special teams. After missing
the Ohio State and Akron
games with a shoulder Injury,
Bryce returned full-go for the
first time against Nl U.
The Falcons should be at full
strength Saturday, with the
• See PERFECT, page six.
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BG hockey team opens season today
Q The Falcons open up
against Waterloo Friday
and Western Michigan
Saturday.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

With the autumn season upon
us, the Falcon hockey team opens
up their season this Parents
Weekend with a pair of nonconference games.
With the season opener tonight,
Bowling Green will face the University of Waterloo at the BGSU
Ice Arena (7 p.m., 88.1
WBGU-FM).
The Falcons travel Saturday to
Kalamazoo, Mich, to confront
Central Collegiate Hockey Association foe Western Michigan in a
BG Newt File Phot*
non-conference affair (7 p.m.,
88.1 WBGU-FM).
Dave Faulkner will be one of the Falcons' top returning wingers. The
Bowling Green comes into Frisenior tallied 10 goals and 14 assists last season to finish with 24 day's home-opener with a young
points.
team that is looking to get some

experience under its belt.
"I think with the group of talent we have this year, young talent, a lot of guys are going to step
in," BG forward Brad Holzinger
said. "We're going to be all right;
we'll be a good team."
Waterloo is also coming into
their opener with an extremely
young team.
"We are a young team, coming
off of two division-winning
seasons," Waterloo coach Don
McKee said. "This is a good
measurement of how good our
team is."
With Waterloo's young team,
many players have little experience and have yet to play at an
aggressive and well-respected
school like Bowling Green.
"We have nine freshmen that
need to play consistently, but
we'll see how they respond to
BG," McKee said. "None of our
players have played a big game
like BG, so we know the competition is going to be tough."
"I don't at all underestimate

Waterloo, they're supposed to be
very tough, being a team coming
from Canada," BG defenseman
Jones said. "You can't underestimate a team, just because
they're from Canada."
"It should be an advantage
playing in front of the home
crowd," BG coach Buddy Powers
said. "All our young guys are going to be pretty uptight and anxious about things."
One concern facing BG is goaltending. Going into this week
three goaltenders were still vying for the starting position -juniors Mike Savard, Jason
Piwko and freshman Shawn
Timm.
"The goalie that's going to start
for us on Friday is Mike Savard,"
Powers said.
The Falcons feel they are
ready for both Waterloo and
WMU.
"I think everyone's a little anxious to get going," Holzinger
said. "We've been practicing for
two weeks now, so I think every-

» WHAT:
Hockey vs. Waterloo, at Western
Michigan
p WHEN:
Fri., 7 p.m.
Sat., 7 p.m.
» WHERE:
Fri., BGSU Ice Arena
Sal., Kalamazoo, Mich.

one's looking forward to getting
back."
"They have a whole new team,"
Powers said. "They have 11 or 12
new guys, so we're both just going to be feeling each other out
on Friday."
In pre-season polls. Bowling
Green was picked to finish fifth
intheCCHA.
"It's natural when you're a
young team to get picked in the
middle of the pack," Holzinger
said. "In a way, that's good for
us; people might take us lightly."

Netters to take on two conference foes
a The Falcons face Akron and Kent in critical
matches.
Freshman
Krista Davis

\\.\*

By RYAN JOHNSON
The BG News

It's important how a volleyball
team handles a serve or a pass or
a spike. But for the Bowling
Green team, it's more important
on how it handles adversity.
The Falcons will be trying to
bounce back from a tough week
when they host a pair of MAC
rivals this weekend at Anderson
Arena. Akron invades tonight for
a 7 p.m. match while the Falcons
will take on Kent at 3 p.m. on
Sunday.
Bowling Green (12-5,4-1 MAC)
is coming off a disappointing loss
to conference-leading Miami last
Saturday in which the RedHawks
retained their hold on the top
spot in the conference race. The
Akron and Kent matches give the
Falcons a chance to return to
their winning ways.
"We need to pick ourselves up
this weekend and try to regain
the momentum that we had,"
sophomore Kris Pesorda said.
With both Akron and Kent in
the MAC'S East division with
Bowling Green, the Falcons need

victories to stay alive in the
league title hunt.
"This weekend's games are
critical because we don't want to
lose to anyone below us and we
want to stay right behind
Miami," Falcon coach Denise
Van De Walle said. "Anytime you
play divisional opponents at
home they're almost 'must-win'
games."
The Falcons suffered another
blow in the Miami match, when
they lost left-side hitter Melissa
Lewis. The sophomore injured
her knee attempting a block late
in the match against the RedHawks. The Falcons' leading hitter is out for this weekend and
her future status is still unknown.
"We need to prove to ourselves
that we can regroup after Melissa's injury," Van De Walle said.
Junior Summer Witkemper
steps into the left-side hitter spot
and will be counted on to try to

•WHAT:
Volleyball vs Akron. Kent
•WHEN:
Fri., 7 p.m. & Sat., 3 p.m.
•WHERE:
Anderson Arena

fill the void left by Lewis' injury.
Witkemper has excelled in spot
duty for the Falcons.
"Summer has done a good job,'
Van De Walle said. "I'm confident that we'll be all right."
With the injury, the Falcons
will have to step up their
offensive play to compensate for
the loss.
"It's really important to get our
passing back on track," Pesorda
said. "We're going to have to distribute the ball around in our
offense, and that all depends on
how well we pass the ball."
Akron (12-9, 2-3 MAC) and
Kent (10-8, 2-3 MAC) enter the
weekend tied for third in the East
division. Akron is led by junior
outside-hitter Brooke Santek,
who is averaging nearly five kills
a game. Kent is led by seniors
Nicole Collias and Jennifer Maibach.

Cross country teams enter statewide meet
□ Both the men's and
women's teams run i n
the All-Ohio Championships.
By JASON McMAHON
Ihi-BGNcwf,

Bragging rights.
That's what is on the line as the
Bowling Green cross country
teams travel to Delaware today
for the All-Ohio Championships.
The Falcons will battle all of the
cross country programs in Ohio nearly 40 - in a unique statewide
scrum.
The women's team is searching
to regain the title taken by Ohio
University last season after the
Falcons annihilated the field in
1995. The Bobcats and the Falcons figure to be at the front of
the pack again this year.
The Falcon men are looking to
regain a little of the respect lost
with last year's lOth-place finish
- respect in the eyes of opponents and potential recruits.
"It's important that you do well
against the Ohio schools because
that's your recruiting base," BG
men's coach Sid Sink said. "It's a
very important race for us."
The Falcons are coming off a
subpar performance at last

week's Notre Dame Invitational.
BG finished eighth in the lessercompetitive Gold division.
The showing has forced Sink to
alter his practice regimen a little
ahead of schedule.
"It's the first week that we've
backed off the mileage and the
training," Sink said. "They
should be well rested. We're not
talking a whole lot. We're talking
maybe 15 to 20 percent."
Sink is aiming for sixth place in
the meet. Rivals Cincinnati and
Ohio - who have soundly
defeated the Falcons this season
- will be righting it out at the top.
Sink admits the Bobcats are
probably out of BG's reach, but
he highlighted the importance of
topping the other Mid-American
Conference teams at the meet.
"OU's a step ahead of us," Sink
said. "We want to get closer to
them, but they do have their No.
1 runner back. The three we have
to beat are Kent, Akron and
Toledo. The key to the meet is to
beat those three teams."
The women, on the other hand,
find themselves riding a wave of
emotion after winning the prestigious Notre Dame Invitational.

• WHAT:
Men's & women's cross country
at All-Ohio Tourney
• WHEN:
Men: Fri., 2 p.m.
Women: Fri., 2:45 p.m.
• WHERE:
Delaware. Ohio

BG knocked off the 23rd-rankcd
Fighting Irish to claim the title.
Price, however, is worried it
may be asking too much of the
Falcons to be primed for three
big meets in a row ~ BG will face
up to five nationally-ranked
teams next weekend at the Michigan Interregional.
Yet Price feels the unique
nature of the All-Ohio may be
motiviation enough.
"This is a special meet because
it's kind of for bragging rights
for the neighborhood," Price
said. "And it's a fun meet because the Ohio girls get to run
against all the kids they competed against in high school who
are now attending Ohio colleges."
Price also acknowledges it will
be difficult to top Ohio, despite
the fact that the Bobcats are running without Jackie Conrad, who
was the team's No, 1 runner last
season. Conrad set the MAC on
its ear en route to an individual
conference championship.
"They're running great, even

PERFECT
Continued from page five.

Amy

Breidenbach

without Jackie Conrad. They're
very impressive," Price said. "I
have been (surprised). But you
know, sometimes the star will be
taken out but they'll still do well
because someone or a group of
people will step up and take their
place. That's what happened at
OU. Their best girl's gone but the
rest of them have really come
on."

Women's tennis enters tough. MSUInvitational
□ Four strong opponents await the Falcons
in East Lansing, Mich.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News

The Bowling Green women's
tennis team has started the
season on a very high note. They
want to keep it going.
"We want to keep the positive
altitude going and keep complementing each other," said BG's
Tracy Howitt.
But in order to accomplish the
feat, the Falcons will have to continue it on the grounds of East

Women's
Tennis

1

Lansing, Mich, at the Michigan
State Invitational, where they
placed third last year. BG looks
to use this weekend as a stepping
stone toward the MAC Individual
. Tournament to be held in Kalamazoo on Oct. 17-19, which the
Falcons have labeled as the highlight of the fall season.
The matches will be played today, tomorrow and Sunday.
Besides the Spartans, BG will
face Illinois-Chicago, DePaul and
Cincinnati. The Falcons will meet

I

the Flames, Blue Demons and
Bearcats during the spring
season so they'll have an idea of
what to expect from them when
the frost begins to melt.
"As far as the tourney goes,
it'll be the toughest competition
so far," said BG coach Penny
Dean. "Every team is very solid."
The invitational will consist of
eight singles flights and four
doubles flights. Besides that, the
tournament is BG's first indoor
meet, which will be helpful in the
long run. The MAC Individual
Tournament and Rolex Qualifier
(in Madison) are indoors. They
will also start out indoors when
the spring season begins in Jan-

Full name
Jeffrey David Hunt
Year in school
Junior
Major
Finance
Nicknames
None
Birthdate
2-21-77
Hometown
Defiance, Ohio
High School
Defiance High School
Career Highlights
Was a medalist in Dayton ... Helped Defiance High
School finish second In the state
What course have you dreamed of playing?
Augusta National. Augusta. Ga.
Who would you most like to play 18 with?
My dad
If you could eliminate one thing from Earth,
who or what would it be?
College essay tests
Do you have any superstitions?
No

• WHAT:
Women's Tennis at MSU
Invitational
•WHEN:
Friday, Saturday, Sunday
all day
•WHERE:
East Lansing, Mich.

uary.

Dean liked what she saw with
the doubles teams at the BGSU
Invitational. BG teams either
won or tied for all four flight titles. Inconsistency plagued the
doubles combinations last year.
t

only real question mark coming in the form of junior linebacker Joe O'Neill. It is doubtful he will play, but the rest of
the defense was able to pick up
the slack last week without
him.
The belts will have to be
tightened a little bit more this
week. WMU is only seventh in
the conference in passing, but
its anemic running game -barely 100 yards per game forces the Broncos to the air.
"Lester has been throwing
the ball around a lot," BG
coach Gary Blackney said.
Lester, last year's MAC
Freshman of the Year, has
completed 100 of 181 passes
this year for 1,342 yards. He is
coming off a 303-yard effort
last week in a win over Ball
State.
Seven different players have

caught touchdown passes for
the Broncos, who were picked
to finish fifth in the MAC West
but are a solid .500 in coach
Gary Darnell's first season at
the helm.
To counter WMU's attack,
the Falcons - with Weathersby
in the mix ~ are able to diversify their defensive calls. The
result leads to a more confused
opponent's offense -- and more
BG success.
"Leon is a great addition,"
Bryce said. "He's a strong guy,
a good leader. He's fast. He allows us to play the man coverages and blitz the quarterback
and do different things with
our defensive schemes."
The Broncos aren't just dangerous on offense, either. They
are third in the MAC in total
defense and held Toledo - a
team that scored at least 31
points in every other game - to
just 23 in the teams' meeting in
Kalamazoo on Sept. 20.

SOCCER
Continued from page five.

admitted that one of the reasons
for last week's loss was because
"the wear of the road caught up
to us," admits that Kentucky is a
tough place to play.
The last time BG went to Kentucky, the two teams ended up in
a scoreless tie. In fact, three of
the last four BG-UK games have
gone into overtime, with the Falcons holding a 3-0-1 mark. Add
that to the fact that BG has
knocked UK out of two consecutive MAC tournaments, and the
Wildcats are looking for revenge.
"There's going to be some motivation on their part to make
ammends," Mahler said. "To
prove that they can be successful
against us. We're still the defending champions, and although we
have one loss in the conference,
we're still the team to beat. And

our guys are going to have to be
up to the challenge."
Kentucky, a very physical
team, showed a great deal of
emotion against BG last season,
but took two losses.
"I know they'll come out and
play with a lot of emotion," Mahler said. "That's always been one
of their trademarks."
Then Falcons return home
Sunday for the first time since
Sept. 13. They take on the Miami
RedHawks at 2 p.m.
"We're looking forward to that
one, obviously, because we're at
home. It's nice to sleep in your
own bed the night before and get
up and do your noraml routine at
home and then play. There's a
comfort that goes with that. It'll
be nice to be at home."
BG leads the all-time series
with Miami, 21-9-3.
The Falcons, 7-4 on the season,
are currently third in the MAC at
1-1.

Judy Collins
featured act
for festivities
□ )udy Collins is the
featured act for annual
Parents' Weekend festivities this weekend.
By MAUREEN BARRY
Ihc IIC News
Tickets are still available to
see Judy Collins perform for the
1997 parent's weekend concert.
Collins performs at 8 p.m. Saturday in Anderson Arena.
The ticket prices are $16, $12,
and $8. Seats can be reserved by
calling 372-2343.
According to Heather Rowan,
program adviser for student activities, the decision to bring Collins to the University was narrowed down from 10 or 12 candidates.
Collins had recently sold out 2
shows with the Cincinnati Pops
when the final decision was made
in April, she said.
Gale Swanka, director of student activities, said one factor in
choosing Collins was that those
who had seen her perform recently thought she was entertain-

ing and personable.
"She is someone that the audience enjoys," Swanka said.
Collins performs 75 to 100 concerts a year, she added.
Her hit songs include, "Both
Sides Now," "Amazing Grace,"
"Someday Soon" and "Cook with
Honey."
The Clintons named their
daughter after Collins' song,
"Chelsea Morning," Swanka said.
According to Swanka, it is not
always possible to find a performer that parents and students
know.
A survey was completed by
both faculty and students last
year to get opinions from both
age groups about the parent's
weekend concert, Rowan said.
"We try to pick some people
who would be recognizable by
both parents and students,"
Swanka said.
Swanka added that people will
most likely recognize Collins'
music once they hear her in concert.
The Collegiate Chorale will
perform with Collins as well.
• See JUDY, page fourteen.

Theater, sports
scheduled events
□ Variety of events
should keep parents
busy over weekend.
By MAUREEN BARRY
The HC News
Sporting events, theatrical
productions, presentations,
meetings and receptions will
keep students and parents busy
this weekend.
Parents' weekend is an opportunity for students and parents
or caregivers to have "family
time," according to Barbara Keller, associate dean of students.
A variety of entertainment has
been planned including a produc-

tion of "Death of a Salesman" at
Eva Marie Saint Theatre and a
planetarium presentation Friday
night.
The hockey team will open its
season against Waterloo Friday
at 7 p.m. at the Ice Arena, and the
football team will play Western
Michigan at 2 p.m. Saturday.
Tickets are still available for
the annual parents' weekend
concert featuring Judy Collins.
A buffet dinner will be served
before the concert in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom between 6 and
7:15 p.m.
Aside from the entertainment
opportunities, the weekend also
provides an opportunity for par• See VARIETY, page fourteen.

phot* provided

Judy Collins is the featured entertainment for Parents' Weekend festivities.

Welcome Parents & Students!
All you can eat Breakfast Buffet!
Sat. & Sun.

Buffet until lpm.

Eggs, Bacon, Sausage, Ham, Homefries,
Biscuits, Sausage & Gravy, Pancakes, French Toast.
Extras Salsa & Cheese.
^ ..
All You Can Eat Perch $4.99
p riQciy l

includes potato, coleslaw, roll, & butter

All You Can Eat Walleye $6.99
includes potato, coleslaw, roll, & butter

Saturday Night: New York Strip Steak 12oz.
$1 95

Buy 1 sandwich
& get a
tft^-fttpfr- 2nd sandwich

includes potato, vegetable,
roll, & butter

GODFREY'S FAMILY RESTAURANT

1/2 OFF

1021 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
(419) 352 - 0123

I
-*
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* Great Food A 1c* Cream \

IU

/O discount to all students and
faculty with college id,

Present this ad and receive a FREE:
Happy Ending Sundae with any
sandwich order.

Parents' Weekend
List of Activities

Sun.-- Thurs. 7 a.m. until 11 p.m.
Fri.-- Sat. 7 a.m. until 12 a.m.

FRIDAY • Oct. 10
HOCKEY
7 p.m.

Falcon icers open the 1997-98 season at home against Waterloo. Puck drops at 7 p.m. at BGSU Ice Arena.

DEATH OF A SALESMAN
8 p.m.

Classic play. Eve Marie Saint Theatre. University Hall. Those
attending should call ahead for tickets.

PLANETARIUM PRESENTATION
8 p.m.

Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building. $1 donation accepted for program.

UAO MOVIE
8 p.m./ll p.m.

Selena. Presented In 111 Olscamp Hall. $1 charge for parents
(standard charge for students).

COFFEEHOUSE
8-11 p.m.

Silver River Cafe, Kreisher Quadrangle.

SATURDAY • October 11
PARENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL
9:15-11 a.m.

Open Business Meeting. Alumni Room, University Union.

Welcome to BG!
BGSU Parents' Weekend Special:
Buy one entree or dinner and get a
5w4\ 2nd entree or dinner

T®. 50% OFF!
ARTHUR TREACHER'S
FISH, CHICKEN, SHRIMP, AND MORE
,354-8700 • Located next to College Station
Call ahead orders accepted!
k'Valid only with BGSU ID. Oct. 10-12.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
RECEPTION
9-11 a.m.

2nd Floor Lounge, Business Administration Building.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS RECEPTION
9-11 a.m.

Education Building. 2nd Floor.

LITTLE RED SCHOOLHOUSE
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Open for visitors with tour guide on duty.

"GET WIRED" INTERJVET PRESENTATION
10-11 a.m.

Main Lobby. Jerome Library. Curious about how your student
routinely communicates on campus to friends far away, and
with scholars internationally? Join Library Dean Linda Dobb
for a quick introduction to the Internet and some of the new
on-line information services offered to our students, faculty
and staff.

Mr. Bojangles Again

Welcome Parents
to BGSU!
Apartments Available
~ All New Appliances
~ Campus Shuttle
Stop in and see us!
Mon.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 10-2

Winthrop Terrace QL
400 Napoleon Road
352-9135

1

y
/

B.G.'s Newest
Dance Club
893 S. Main St.

352-9780

Monday
Margarita Night
Tuesday
Pitcher Night
Wednesday...Phat Night 10:21-2:21
Thursday
Dimers /-9 p.m.
Friday
GREEK NIGHT
Saturday
Dance Night
Sunday
Latino Nignt

Wet T-Shirt Contest Coming Soon!
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PAUPERS
BOOKS
New & Used Books • Magazines
Alternative Press Titles
Audio, T-Shirts & More
206 N. MAIN
352-2163
OPEN 10:30-7:00
MON-SAT

CAREER SERVICES PRESENTATION
11 a.m.-noon

Room 113, Business Administration Building. Are you wondering how
your student will narrow down his/her options for a career or find a
Job after graduation? Meet with JoAnn Kroll, Director of Career Services, to learn about the variety of services available to students.

HONORS FAMILY DAY LUNCHEON
11 a.m.-l p.m.

MAC Countryside. Contact the Honors Program for more information.

NEW OWNER: SHAWN P. WILBUR
PAUPERS@WCNET.ORG
http://www.wcnet.org/--paupers

KARAOKE
THE LEGEND OF BG

FOOTBALL

LASER LINDA

2 p.m.

Perry Stadium. The Falcons take on Mid-American Conference rival
Westerji Michigan in a key conference game. Tickets are still available.

Now in Toledo at 419-726-8030
SUDER INN --every Tues. night 8-midnight
-every Fri. 9:30 pm-1:30am
4133 Summit Si.
Ti*\l«wifi OH

EXCALIBUR |-every Wed. night 9pm-1am
"Lady's Night"

ARIUM PRESENTATION

Douglas & Alexis
Toledo. OH

2/8 p.m.

every Thurs. 8pm-midnight

ANCHOR INN

Planetarium. Physical Sciences Building. $1 donation accepted for
program.

4950 Suder Ave.
Toledo, OH

BUFFET DINNER

Ron's Laser Karaoke

353-5509

PARENTS' WEEKEND SALE!!

6-7:15 p.m.

Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union. Tickets must be purchased in advance.

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS

JUDY COLLINS CONCERT

A

Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall.

DEATH OF A SALESMAN

No! valid with any other offer.
Exp 11/22/97
Good at campus location only. _

*

■ «■

^ifc''* Campus Location

Classic play. Eve Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall. Those attending should call ahead for tickets.

MM

mam ■■ mm

BMJ

an J

RolleTBUdTskatTsale1?

900 E. Wooster St. at S. College Ave.

8 p.m.

Incl. Heat Transfers

|S^$500OFF|

four .Sporti Htnrfqiyrtrn In

8 p.m.

r — — — — — — — i
■ BGSU Printed Sweatshirts.

352-3365
Hours 11-6
Also visit us downtown at 123 S. Main

352-3610

Bauer Rollerderby Skates
Aw. fixes)

.$1000 OFF'

■ Not valid with any other offer '
Exp.11/22/97
- Good at campus location only. -

UAOMOVIE
8 p.m./11 p.m.

Total Sport Source

Selena. Presented In 111 Olscamp Hall. $1 charge for parents (standard charge for students).

SUNDAY • October 12
•Imprinted Sportswear
•Sporting Goods

FALCON PARENTS' CONNECTION
9:30-11 a.m.

Parents' Association Meeting. Ohio Suite, University Union.

Much more to meet your needs!

UNION BUFFET BRUNCH

See us about IM Flag Football Uniforms

11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union. Reservations required.

045 Main St. - Next to Marco's

PLANETARIUM PRESENTATION

353-3411
Si. Thomas Moore Parish
425 Thurstin. PO Box 677
Bowling Green. OH 43402
Phone (419) 352- 7555

1/7:30 p.m.

Planetarium, Physical Sciences Building. $1 donation accepted for
program.

DEATH OF A SALESMAN
2 p.m.

Classic play. Eve Marie Saint Theatre, University Hall. Those attending should call ahead for tickets.

St. Thomas Moore Parish
1997 -1998 Mass Schedule
Saturday: 5 p.m.
Sunday: 10 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
7 p.m.
Tuesday: Mass on Campus
12:05-Prout Chape!

It's not a tailgate party

SHO<2

without great food. Be

senscmon

SlTUvuMon

52-155

IW002)LflN3) WTO)

sure to include a party

I: E53EES53

platter from SUBWAY'
with your choice of
veggies and toppings
on fresh baked bread

See "Jack. c\r\d 3or*e
go off to college.

Ask your sandwich

See Jack, and "Janes
parents come vLSLt.

artist for details.

Subway
3 Locations:
828 S. Main
524 E. Wooster
Woodland Mall

$1.00 off a foot of
any party sub.

.SUB WRY-

SHO<2

See IWfo Buy I PojJ
Get 2M PojJ

24 hours advance notice required

■o,

sensanon

Buy 1 Pair...
Get The 2nd Pair

l/Z PrLcel
TV* Usual...2MI Fab- must be
of equal or lesser value, certain
rest/Lcti-OnS may app*y-

See them t«ke theLr pcv"er\ts
to the UJoodlcvvJ Mall.

1/2 Price

This Weekend Only
2nd pair must be of equal or lesser

SeeTntLr Hckpcxj Smiles. value, some restrictions may apply

exp. 10/31

Nr^NS

— 4'

H
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The Ainisli Oak Gallery and Home Center

Woodland Mall
Bowling Green
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Influx of cars expected
for Parents' Weekend
□ Public Safety department warns
parents to mindful of all parking regulations.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BG News

Monday through Saturday: 10 a.m. to 9 pan.
Sunday: 12 noon to 5 pan.
Up To Six Months Same as Cash
Finance Minimum of $500
Fifty Miles Radius Free Delivery /
419 - 354 - 3507 * 419 - 353 - 8626 V
VISA

6

m SS ■ w

•m-d
r*M lint* B unn*ti

Purchase any hair or tanning
product & Register to Win
1 FREE Month of Unlimited Tanning!*
Also, let us know what products
SA&H*
you would like to see in our salon.
354-2244 • 1616 E. Wooster • 354-5508
It's that simple!
1

HANGING

1MB

Membership Special

Two people can receive a one year
membership for a $45 fee each!*
(Reg. S6oj. Includes first month unlimited tanning.
Each additional month of tanning $25.
•Expires 10-31-97. Valid only with ad.

'$40 Value Drawing is at the end ol the month.
Back to Basics
Wella
Sebastian
Aveda
Matrix
Crew
System Biolage
Paul Mitchell
Texture Line
Vavoom
Rusk
Nexus
Goldwell
WAiaf products do you use?

The University Public Safety department hopes
to ensure the safety of everyone on campus this
weekend.
According toStacie En.iquez, Parking and Traffic administrative assistant, they want everyone to
be aware of the cars on campus and use caution.
"Be careful and mindful of the numerous cars
driving in and around campus," she said.
Enriquez said parents and students should be
aware of where to park and be aware of nonparking spaces. If someone is unsure of where to
park call the the department, she said.
"Parking in loading docks, fire lanes, and on the
grass isn't permitted," Enriquez said.
One or two additional officers are scheduled for
the football game and the Judy Collins concert,
Enriquez said. She said the officers will be there to

w

assist the police and direct guests if they are lost.
"We will be visible and approachable if they
have any questions," she said.
Enriquez said their plans for the weekend are
similar to what they do for regular events. According to Barbara Waddell, University Public Information officer, the University police plan to have
additional officers working this weekend. She said
they will have more officers on foot and bike patrols.
"We want to assist parents in anyway we can,"
Waddell said. "If they have a problem we want
them to come to us."
Waddell said the police officers want to make
the campus as safe as possible. She said few problems have occurred in the past over Parents'
Weekend.
"We want parents to have a good time," Waddell
said. "Our role is to be service providers for the
guests and students."
Enriquez said no additional shuttle service will
be running for the weekend. The service will end
at 8 a.m. on Saturday and continue again later in
the evening.
"It is projected to be a nice day so we don't forsee any problems," she said.

VARIETY
Continued from page eleven.
ents to give and receive feedback, Keller said.
The Parents Advisory Council
will meet on Saturday from 9:15
to 11 am. in the Alumni room on
the third Hoor of the University
Union.
With an open agenda, the meeting provides the opportunity for
parents to ask questions about
the University, according to Keller.
Keller said she will update
parents about Issues they have

JUDY
Continued from page eleven.
This idea came from Collins'
management because she often
has a local choir sing backup at
her concerts, according to
Swanka.
Highlighting student performances has often been a priority In
scheduling parent's weekend,
Swanka said.
"We often try to find some stu-

raised about in the past. Including the Parent's Hotline.
"Having an 800 number for
parents to call and get Information was something that came
from parents originally," she
said.
According to Keller, the Parents' Advisory Council may meet
a second time during the year if
the parents wish to do so.
An internet presentation will
be made in the main lobby of
Jerome Library to familiarize
parents with the internet and to

answer questions about computers.
According to Library Dean
Linda Dobb, for some parents,
the presentation is an Introduction to the internet. For others, it
will explain how the internet is
used for research purposes.
The presentation will allow
parents to search databases such
as BGLink and the World Wide
Web on the terminals, Dobb said.
"It's good to acquaint them [the
parents] with electronic communications," she said.

- dent talent to spotlight during
parents weekend," she said.
According to Mark Munson, director of the Collegiate Chorale,
the women of the chorale will
sing backup for a song entitled,
"Song to Sarajevo: When I close
my eyes I dream of peace" and
the full chorale will sing backup
for "Amazing Grace."
The chorale will rehearse with
Collins a few hours before the
performance, Munson said.

American Heart

V

Association.'
Fighting H—rt Olaemsa

tndStir*!

AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

WV3&j*FJ*
1-800-AHA-USA1
The apoca prowMd M a puCfcc ma
C19M. *mm»i M««1 Uaocmon

Stop in and see us for all your BGSU souvenirs!
BGSU JACKETS
T-SHIRTS
CATCH
BASEBALL CAPS
SWEATSHIRTS
STADIUM BLANKETS
GLASSWARE
PARENTS SPORTSWEAR SHORTS
STADIUM CUSHIONS
MUGS
AND OTHER BGSU MERCHANDISE!

THAT ^Jd

FALCON
SPIRIT!

fm Bum (&m Bxwt $mm
Your complete
off-campus connection

ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN

GOOD LUCK
TO
COACH BLACKNEY
& THE FALCONS
BEAT
WESTERN MICHIGAN!

PARENTS' WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY
9:00-7:00
SUNDAY
10:00-4:00

Coming Soon- Pumpkin Carving Contest
I

J
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Area restaurants 1025
anticipating
large crowds
6 25

BETTER PIZZA.

mm*

Meal Deal

One Large One Topping,
an order of Breadsticks &
a Two Liter ol Coca-Cola classic

Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

AVAILABLE IN THIN OR ORIGINAL CRUST
E ip 1 (V22I97 Not valid wti any arm onV . VMM only a partcloatlng
tocaooni.CutioTwr pays ai atpiicatM Mti au. AOditonu oppnga aitm.

□ Restaurants ready for
annual Parents' Weekend surplus.
By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News

Parents' Weekend Is big weekend for going out to eat and Bowling Green's restaurants will be
ready for a busy weekend.
Local eateries are adding extra
staff members and preparing
their weekend specials according
to Jamie Duncan, general mananger at the downtown Kaufman's.
"Parents' Weekend is one of
our busiest weekends of the
year," Duncan said. "Kaufman's
has traditionally been a favorite
of parents coming up for the
weekend. We have been here a
long time and people have gotten
to know us."
Duncan added that business
usually increases by about 30
percent on Parents' Weekend
Vic Pirooz, manager at Easy
Street Cafe, said that business is
good Parents' Weekend but its
usually the same as a weekend
that has a home football or
hockey game. People should understand that there will be a wait
wherever they go according to
Pirooz.
"Our restaurant has a lot to
offer people while they wait,"
Pirooz said. "People can go upstairs and listen to music or
watch our big screen television.
We will do everything we can to
get people in and out of the restaurant as quickly as possible to
minimize the waits."
Cafe offers parents a little entertainment while they are in
town according to Vic Pirooz,
manager of the restaurant.
"Saturday night we are going
to have a blues band that parents
will probably enjoy, The Chicago
Rhythm and Blues Kings," Pirooz
said. "Parents may remember

them as Big Twist and the Mellow Travelers. Big Twist died so
he had a problem singing and the
rest of the Travelers found a new
singer. If parents are looking for
a evening where the place won't
be overun at night the will probably enjoy Easy Street."
Pirooz added that Easy Street
is offering its a~.ua! weekend
specials for Parents' Weekend
and.
"Many restaurants and motels
actually increase their prices and
rates for Parents' Weekend,"
Pirooz said. "Some of the motels
also require a two-night stay. We
are keeping our regular specials
the same and not increasing for
the weekend. People know that
for their money they can will get
their money's worth at Easy
Street."
For full sit down dining restaurants downtown also include Sam
B's, Call of the Canyon Cafe,
BW-3 , Trotter's, Zlggy Zoomba's, Myle's Pizza Pub and
Tuxedo Junction. For burgers the
Comer Grill Is a Bowling Green
institution. Family restaurants
around town include Kermit's,
Godfrey's, and the Main Street
Diner.

BETTER PIZZA.

Free Deliuery
Bowling Green
& BGSU
750 ESSES! 826 S. Main St.

Snacks for Two
One Small
One Topping & an
Order of Breadsticks

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

E«p 10/22/97 Not valid with any otwf oltw Valid only ■ participating
kxa&ons.Cuslcmar pays a* appilcaDe saMs au. Addllonal toppingsantra.

One
Large
One Topping
OR
Two Large $"| O 95
One Topping J_ «T)

Better Ingredients
Better Pizza

E>p 10/22/97 Not valid with any orwr otlar . Valid only at participating
locations Custo-nof payi all appllcaria saws las. Addllonal lopping! extra

353-7272

Whatever Your Style
Prr®f®sr®(d) IPr©|p@irtt5®8
Has an Apartment for You

DID YOU KNOW?

About 75% of the
water we use in our
homes is used in
the bathroom]
Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and
your Campus Recycling
Program
1

Close to Campus • Largest Bedrooms* X-Tra Storage»Sound Conditioned
Furnished/Unfurnished'Gas Heat«Central Air»Ample oil Street Parking.

See us also for 1 bdrms, efficiencies and 2-3-A5 Bdrm Houses
419-352-9378

Preferred Properties 530 S. Maple St.

The Earthworks Group, 1989

WELCOME PARENTS
0OGOBo

See Us For Parents' Weekend Souvenirs
T-Shirts
Sweatshirts
Kids9 Clothing
Shorts

Stadium Blankets
Mugs
Stadium Seat Cushions
Glassware
Baseball Caps
Jackets
Decals
Pennants
and other BGSU Merchandise

Good Luck to Coach Blackney & The Falcons

University Bookstore
Conveniently Located on Campus
Main Floor Student Services Building
Open Parents' Weekend 9:00-5:30

;^J^i

MasterCard

Regular Hours: 8:00-6:00 Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-5:00 Friday
9:00-5:00 Saturday

■ft n r\

n

BE A T WESTERN MICHIGAN
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eare Famih
Great Meals for
Great Prices!!

Gift Certificates
Available
1726E. Wooster
(Located Behind BP)
352-2193

Carry Out Available

Your heritage.
Your future.
Your family.
The family crest is a meaninlul symbol that links many
generations, past and present
Now you can honor someone
special with that lasting symbol. Just select a personalized
Heraldry House ring or pendant elegantly adorned with
his or her lamily crest. Order
now.

flralbrp^rjusr^
W*YCHSTCMJJCriCN

Klever's Jewelery Store
125 N. Main St.

BGSU ICE ARENA
Public Skating Schedule
Saturday, October 11, 8-10 PM
Sunday, October 12, 3:30-5:30 PM
BGSU Students (w/I.D.4*
$2.00 admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes
Parents free with BGSU Students (w/ID)
$2.00 skate rental

BC Ntwi Phol. by Jeremy Martin
BC's Chris Delia Vella (49) and Chioke Bradley (right) converge on
an opposing rusher during a recent game. The Falcon defense hopes

to shut down Western Michigan Saturday.

Several sports have home dates
□ Football, hockey,
men's soccer and volleyball are all at home
this weekend.
By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BC News

It's Parents' Weekend and
there is a full slate of sports
awaiting mom and dad.
The big event of the weekend is
Saturday afternoon's FOOTBALLgame against Western
Michigan. The 3-3 Falcons will
host the 3-3 Broncos at Doyt
Perry Stadium. Kickoff is sched-

uled for 2 p.m.
Despite having lost three
games to strong opponents, BG
has a perfect 3-0 record in the
Mid-American Conference.
Western owns a 2-2 record in the
conference.
Falcon quarterback Bob
Niemet is coming off a career
high in passing yards and touchdowns from last weeks 35-10 win
over Northern Illinois. The Falcon HOCKEY team opens its
season at the Ice Arena tonight
before going on the road Saturday. Waterloo, a Canadian university, will provide the opposition. Face off is scheduled for 7
p.m. BG will travel to Kalamazoo

Miami. First they must play at
Kentucky tonight.
BG's record stands at 7-4-0 and
1-1 in the MAC, after beating Akron last Friday and losing to
Marshall on Sunday. Miami's record is at 3-8-1 with a loss in its
only MAC match.
Finally. BG VOLLEYBALL
hosts a pair of matches this
to play Western Michigan Satur- weekend. They will host Akron
tonight at 7 p.m. and Kent at 3
day.
Ten players from last year's p.m. Sunday.
BG has rebounded from a
team have departed, making this
one of the youngest Falcon teams difficult season last year with a
12-5 record overall, 4-1 in the
in a long time.
MEN'* SOCCER comes home MAC. They are coming off their
from a long road trip Sunday ■ only MAC loss of the year, a 4
1
afternoon to play MAC rival game match to Miami.

BGSU Ice Arena is also available for private
rentals.

Toledo's new favorite returns to BG!

public skating will not be available when the
varsity hockey team is at home.

Brewster's Pour House
135 N. Main, Bowling Green

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

presents:

Backseat
Fare
Friday & Saturday
October 10 & 11

70's Disco
80's Retro
and 90's

Featuring Rob Distel, formerly of
Uncle Sandwitch

K.C. & the Sunshine Band
Prince
Phish
Van Morrison

Spin Doctors
Led Zeppelin
Devo
Red Hot Chili Peppers
Frankie Vaiii
Jimmy Buffet
They Might Be Giants
The Beatles
Violent Femmes
James
Janes Addiction
Paul Simon
Stray Cats
Southern Culture on the Skids
Grateful Dead
REM
Sublime
... and morel

DID YOU KNOW?
You can cut your
heating bill by 2%
for every degree
you turn down your
thermostat.1
Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and
your Campus Recycling
Program
1
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Earn $50
By Donating Plasma If You Have Had Mono In The Past 30 Days.
We Also Pay Other Cash Rewards For Normal Source Plasma Donors.

HELP SAVE A LIFE

Make Your Plasma Donation Today

SERA-TEC
BIOLOGICALS
350 W. Woodruff Avenue in Downtown Toledo
255-6772

• 10/26' Sunday • ModestM ouse*
Pool • Video Games • Ping Pong • Pinball*
1

II II

IJII

^J=JMCIip

1 I f*

N

^tmmmmmrw^BSC.

Savegcgc
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Toby's Party 0;isi«

BGSU
CAMPUS MAP

(State Liquor Agency)
1070 N. Main 353-1551
10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon - Wed
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Thurs. - Sat

fW^

Fine Wines Beer
"meeting all your,.
Liquor
Pop
party needs!"
Mixes
Party Supplies
BG's Complete Beverage Center

ft THE FLOWER BASKET
165 S. Main St. • Downtown BG \
352-6395
Show your student how much you care with a

little help from The Flower Basket- a flower
& gift shop that adds your personal touch!
• Fresh & Silk Flower Arrangements
• Hand-Crafted Gifts • Live & Silk Plants
Wood Items • Wreaths • Pottery • Baskets
• Stuffed Animals • Balloons • Candles

Ice Arena 13

Alphiilwtiral Indr*

Jerome Library 32jC
lohnslon Hall 71
Jordan Family Development Cenier I til .A A
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity 96
Kappa Delia Somrily 77
Kappa Kappa Oamma Sororily 22
Kappa Sigma fraternity 20
Kohl Hall 40

Administraiion Building 64jC
Admissions Ml.AA

Mphi Chi Omega Soronl) B0
Alpha Oamma Delia Sorority 17
Alphj (talk ron Pi Sniulils 79

Alpha Phi Sororil) ■'<
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 93
Alphj Sigma Phi I-MU'NWIS 29
Alpha \i Delia Sorority 74

KiwaetwQuao'nMigle 7AA
Lambda Chi Alpha Fratemily 28
I ibrarj 12.C
I ite Sciencea Building 89A
Maihematkal Sokacea Budding 90AA

Alumni Center 4AA
Am-ini IB
AmlcpMin Arena 4IJ
AnuVrsmilljII l<

l)cli.i UpsikNI l;r.ilenuly 26
Delia /«'t.i Sororit) S1
Dunbai Hall i-i
Bari) ChililhiHKl Education Cenier 72
I a.l Hall UAA
Education Building 42AA
Educational Memorabilia Cental W

Epplei Center 47B
Eppler North 4(,
Epplei South 4K
I ... Marie SaiM rheaire MB
l-;niiii> and Comumet Scienca BUg MA
Field Home IOT.AA
Financial Aid M r
Pine An. ( cnu-i 11 \ \
I outturn Hall 62 xv
French Howe 7«
Gamma Phi Beta S"i">
OishFilmTheatei --'
Golf Chit*
c H i«
Graduate Cbllega 60.AA
Greenhouic '>*
Guest House 56
HannaHall 52
Hanhman Quadrangle 12
Have- Hall 49 .C
Health it Human Services. College ol I04A
Health Cotta HWA
Heaiini Plant i*
Housing '* A

Numerical Index

Them Chi Pratemlly 21

1. Visitor Information Center C
2. Doyl Perry Stadium A
1 fee Arena B
4 Mileti Alumni Center AA
5. Batchclder Hall AA
6. Compion Hall AA
7. Krcisihcr Quadrangle AA
S.Ashley Hall AA
9. Darrnu Hall AA
10. BrnmtieldHiill
11. Chapman Hall
12 Harshman Quadrangle
n Anderson Hall
14 Dunbai Hall
15 Pi Beta Phi Sororit)
16. Sigma Kappa Sororit)
17. Alpha Oamma Delta Sorority
18 Sigma Chi Fraternity
19 Sigma Alpha Kpsilon Fralernily
20. Kappa Sigma Fraternity
21 ThetaChi Fraternity
22 Kappa Kappa (i.uniua Sorority
23 /eta Beta Tan Fraternity
24 Phi QMMM Delia Rratmity
2.*i Beta Thell Pi Fralernily
26. Delta I psilon Fraternity
27 Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity
28.1 amhUa Chi Alpha Fraternity
29. Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
m ConklloH-ll
31. Fine Arts Center A A
32. Jerome Library C
33 Saddlemire Sludcni ScrvuTN Building A
34 Fast Hall AA
35. Phi Kappa Tau Fratemii\
36 Rodgers Quadrangle
37 Sigma Phi F.psiltm Fraternity
3K Commons B
19 Educational Memorabilia Center
41) Kohl Hall
41. Centre* Building
42.1'tliK.iiioti Building AA
43 Memorial Hall
44. Business Administration Building AA
45 OlscampHall AA
46 Eppler North
47 Eppler Cenier B
48 Fppler South
49. Haves Hall C
SO MoMley Hall B
5I.Univcrstiy Hall C
52 HannaHall
53. South Hall C
54. Popular Culture Cenier

Tusker TelecomntunKaiions Center 57. A

55 Delta Zeta Sorontj

McDonald Dining Hall 86.AA

An Center 11A A
Aris and Sciencea,Collefje ol <i4.('
tattle) Mall KAA
BolcheUei Hall 5AA
Beta rhela Pi Fnternitj iS
Bookaton
Bmmftcld Hall in
Bum M.C
Buainein Adminigtratioii Huildini: -UAA
Campus Safety and Securit) "Hit
Central Service! 10]
Centrax Building 41
Chapman Hall II
Chi Omega Sorority xi
College Part Office Building '»AA
Common tx.H
Complan ll.ill r>AA
Conklin ll.ill 10
Damn MJII >>AA
Da) Care Center Mil AA
Delia Oamma SonxH) 75JI

McDonald East Hall B3
McDonald North Hall 85
McDonald West Hall X4
Mel all! enlrr MI.AA
Mem, .rial Hall 4.1
Mileti Alumni Center 4.AA
Moon- Musical Alia Cemar I05.AA
Mottle) Hall 50.B
Oil < \nup,is Sludenl Center 50.B
(lllenliauerTower East H8AA
OITenhauei lower Wan 87 AA
OUciunp Hall 45aAA
Overman Hall 91 .c
Part Avenue Warehouse 100
Parking andlrefflc Division IK
Pelf) Field House 107 AA
Pens StadHim 2A
Phi Gamma l>ella l-ulernil> 24
llii Kappa Ian l-ralemils 35
PhiMuSorortl
Phi Sigma Kappa l-ralemily 59
Physical Science* LaboraU— Bldg 92AA
Pi Beta Phi Sororit) 15
Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity 27
Plaiielanuin 92.AA
Popular Culture Gamer 54
Prout Chapel 67.H
I'IOIII Hall 82 \ A
Pss.hology Building (»AA
:te.icalion Center I06AA

Keed si Warehouse 94
Registration and Resords 64.C"
Rodgcrs Quadrangle 56
P.OTC 41.B
Saddlemire Student Seiv ises Building 33 A
Science I ihrarv 90AA
Shat/el Hall 66
Sigma Alpha F.psilou Fraternity 19
Sigma Chi I ralcrnils IX
Sijina Kappa Sororily 16
Sigma Phi BpsikNI Fraternity 37
Si- kal Plnlosophs and Policy Cenier 5X
South Hall J3jC
Stadium 2A
Student Recreation Center I06AA
Student Union 69.AA
Teshnologs Annas 103
leehnology Building 97AA
television Siation 57A

5ft Guest House
57 Tucker Telecommunications Complex.
WBGU-TV
58. Social Philosoph> and Policy Center
59. Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity
60. McFall Center. Admissions AA
61. Family and Consumer Sciences Bldg A
62 Founders Hall AA
(■> West Hall C
64 Administration Building C
65 Healing Plant
M» Shat/el Hall
67 Prnul Chapel B
M Williams Hall C
69 Sludenl Union AA
70 Phi Mu Sororily
71 Johnston Hall
12 Early CUMhood EduatfJonCentof
73 Gamma Phi Beta Sororit)
74 Alpha Xi Delta Soconiy
75. Delta Oamma Sororily
7h. Alpha Phi Sororit)
77. Kappa Delta Sororily
78 French House
79 Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Hll Sigma Chi Fiatemity
HI Chi Omega Sororily
K: ProtM Hall AA
83 McDonald Fast Hall
84 McDonald West Hall
85 McDonald North Hall
8(». McDonald Dining Hall AA
87. Offenhauer Tower West AA
HK OMenhauer Tower Fast AA
K'» Lite Sciences Building A
90 Mathematical Sciences Building AA
91 Overman Hall C
s-2 Physical Sciences Laboratory Bldg AA
'-' Psychology Building AA

Union 69 .A A
University Hall 51.C
Visitor Information Cenier I.C
Warehouse MX)
WBGU TV 57
West Hall 63jC
Williams Hall 68.C
Zeta Beta Tail Fraternity 23

94. Reed St Warehouse
95 Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
9b. Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
97 Isvhnology Building AA
98 Greenhouse
w College Park Office Building AA
100 Park Avenue Warehouse
101. Jordan Family Development Cenier AA
102. Central Services
103 Technology Anne*
104 S- ,'ent Health Center A
105. Moore Musical Arts Center AA
106. Student Recreation Cenier AA
107. Perry Field House AA
108. Golf Clubhouse

Accessibility Codes
AA
A
loiinlams.
B
C
facilities

Total I > acoetaibk
Accessible with telephones.
no accessible rcslrooms
Accessible first lloor
Tolall) accessible, limited

Parents Weekend
Special
Also Grandma,
Grandpa, Sister,

Brother, Aunt &
Uncle Sweatshirts
Available

BG's Largest selection of Greek Merchandise

$2.00 OFF
Mom and Dad
Sweatshirts or

$5.00 OFF a Pair
Exp. 11/30/97

Best Service - Best Quality - Best Prices
"Sewn on, embroidery and silk screening.
Over 300 Fabrics to choose from

Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
352-8333
DELIVERY OR 15 MINUTE PICK-UP

.CALLUS!

353-MEGA

Buildings w ith no designation are considered
nonaccessible

S/6/91

(6342)

^ToCecCo 's Italian
Restaurant

Dominic's
i
Reynolds Rd

Hea* erdown'a

•
Southwyds
Mall

SMaumee River

i \
Perry sburg

1616E.WOOSTERM
i iBSBBHsaeaaaaaaaaaiBil
PIZZA & STIX

MEDIUM PLUS

$6.99

$7.99

I I

one medium-one Hem pizza

V

I I
PLUS FREE BREADSTCKS
PLUS FREE BREADSTCKS
OR 2 FREE COKES
OR 2 FREE COKES I I
1-475

^

NOT VALID WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES 16 98

Airport Highway

PARTY PAK

Rt. 24
Rt. 25

2121 S. Reynolds

cM

381-8822
Lunch, Dinner & Late Night Cravings
Open Daily 11 a.m. to 2:30 a.m.

3HE33II3I33E

Special(Parent's Day
Qift Certificate
Caff for fyservations: 381-9861

.tifift

I
■
I
I
I

TNt Qltt cerufKate entitfe* you to $5 toward the purcnaM of $20 00 or more
Offer valid anytime GrMt Italian or Meitcan food at Dominies ft CarHta's. or your
Itauan favontas at Oomirac/a Enjoy a fun. come-as you-are aimoaphere' Valid
at Oominic'i or Oommic't A Carhta'a. Not valid with other special offers. Must
include $10 m food Certificate eipores 4/30/96

I

2121 S. Reynolds 381-8822-4709 Douglas 471-1212
.
'
*
-.

'

$29.95

MEAL DEAL «1

$13.99
NOT VALID WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES 1 6 98

I

ll |l

I
6 LARGE ONE ITEM I
PIZZAS
Deep Dish $1.00 Extra I
NOT VALID WITH ANY
I
OTHER OFFER
_EXPIRES_l.-6.3e_

NOT VALID WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES 1-6-98

'

_■

two medium two ilem pizzas
plus one order ol twisty bread
(any crust available)

Ly***

one large-one item pizza

I
I
I
I

MEGA DEAL PLUS

_fil

$9.99
one large pizza with
up to 9 items

FREE BREADSTICKS
Deep Dish $1 00 Extra
Double cheese extra
_Expir_s _,-96_

MEAL DEAL #2

__1

$16.99
two large two item pizzas
plus one order of twisty bread
(any crusl available)
NOT VALID WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES 1-6-98

\Ne \i\v|)t( imi|n.'tit(irs'(VHIIHMISfinrI jkeI'nxlin.1 &Smkv
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More fathers becoming primary careThe Associated Press
WASHINGTON - When their first
child arrived four years ago Curtis Cooper and his wife agreed that she would
keep working and he would become a
stay-at-home dad. It's working for them
and many other families across the
country.
"It's been great," says Cooper of St.
Paul, Minn., who now watches Brett, 4,
and Brooke, 2 , while their mom, Pam,
works in a marketing Job.
Cooper has plenty of company.
The Census Bureau reported today
that 1.9 million fathers were their children's primary caregivers as of 1993,
down a bit from 2 million in 1991 as the
economy improved and more fathers
found Jobs.
Robert Frank of Loyola University in
Chicago, who has studied stay-at-home
fathers, says many of them "are really
wanting to be part of their child's life
and are sacrificing career opportunities
to be with their kids."
But the main consideration in deciding who stays home is the desire to have
the parent who made more money keep
working, he said.
Peter Baylies of North Andover,
Mass., an at-home dad who publishes
the At-Home Dad newsletter, agrees
that the number of men staying home

"has leveled off, but I think it will
slowly increase as more women work
and more businesses are run at home ...
and dads want to be more involved with
their children."
Years ago, when a man was laid off,
he immediately went looking for another job. Now, with women more willing to take jobs and getting paid more,
many fathers can choose to stay home
while their wives work, he explained.
It takes some adjusting.
"A tot of guys find themselves going
from the good old boys network to the
good old girls network, Baylies said.
"They find themselves standing in
playground full of women and have no
idea what to do. It's a whole new set of
rules, and that can be very intimidating."
"I felt like I was on a different
planet."
That's why he launched his newslet
ter and Cooper founded the Dad-to-Dad
support group for at-home fathers
across the country.
The new Census report, "My Daddy
Takes Care of Me: Fathers as Care Providers," found that in 1993,18.5 percent
of fathers whose wives worked were
the primary caregivers for youngsters
under age S.
That was down from 22.4 percent in
1991, a peak that Census demographer

Lynne M. Casper speculated was due to
the recession that began in 1990.
The declines since then appear to be
"driven by changing economic conditions rather than fathers becoming less
interested in taking part in their children's lives," she said.
"In 1991, when we were in the midst
of a recession, more fathers were
unemployed or working part-time,
meaning more were available to care
for their children while the mother was
at work," she said.
For older children, those 5 to 14, 9.1
percent of fathers with working wives
were the primary caregivers, about the
same as in 1991.
The fact that preschool children are
more likely to receive supervision from
their father is largely because older
kids are more likely to be in school.
In addition, Casper reported, "because the early years in a child's life are
generally regarded as the most formative, parents may be more willing to
juggle their work schedules to arrange
for parental care, resulting in more
fathers caring for younger children."
Other findings of the Census report:
■ Hispanic fathers were most likely
to be primary care providers for preschoolers, at 21.2 percent of dads with
working wives, followed by 18.6 percent of whites and 16.1 percent of
AOII

ie Student Housins and Residence Prosrams Staff wishes to consratulate the
following Resident Advisors on their outstanding recognition in Homecoming
1997.

Kins, Kevin DeMain (Offenhauer HA)
Queen, Michelle Gerard (McDonald RA)
Sara Gielow (Offenhauer RA)
Jeanette Oravec (Batchelder RA)
Charlotte Wade (Darrow RA)

AOll

blacks.
■ The region with the most dads caring for kids under 5 was the Northeast
at 27.3 percent, followed by the West at
19.8 percent, the Midwest at 18.6 percent and the South at 13.1 percent.
■ Central cities had the most dads
giving preschoolers primary care, 23.1

AOII

AOII

The Sisters of
Their Parents!!
We Love You !!

SMALL
1 ITEM
PIZZA

MED

Add
Cheesy Bread

353-0044

$199

1046N. Main St.

free 'DeCivery

$1299

Together
Friends
Forever

AOII

Additional Toppings
$1.20 each
i Limited time

ArA

HOURS
SUN.-THURS. 11-1 AM
FRI. 4 SAT. 11-2:30

MEDIUM PIZZA

Welcome BGSU
Parents!

CHEESE & ONE TOPPING

$5.99
2ND PIZZA

AOII AOII AOII

™

^

Open 4 p.m. weekdays •
Lunch weekends
~* _.

r

,"

Authorized Dealer

1

COUPON GOOD THRU 10/20*7

Sisters

iPizzol

™ Super Coupon *

■ Some 36.6 percent of fathers of
working wives living in poverty were
the primary child-care providers for
preschoolers, compared with 17.7 percent above the poverty level.

PIZZA
SALE!

| Alpha Omicron Pi
Welcome

FOOTBALL SPECIAL
Large Pizzas
Cheese & One Topping

"

percent, with rural areas at 18.3 percent
and suburbs at 16.4 percent.

4
$ET50

t ,!
JIOR

Mattresses
Etc.

Woodland Mall SR 25, BG.
353-1400

*

1 ITEM
PIZZA

* "

LARGE
1 ITEM
PIZZA

*
*

EX. LG.
1 ITEM
PIZZA

*
#

Check Out These
Low Prices!
TWIN
MATTRESS
starting at

DID YOU KNOW?
The smallest drip from a
leaky faucet can waste
over 50 gallons of water
a day.1
Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program

ifW

ATTRESS
SET

203 N. Main

starting at

I4995

FREE DELIVERY

Miller. 1996 Living
ID ta Envtmnmll

$5.00

2ND PIZZA

$6.00

> Additional toppings $1.00 each

• Additional toppings $1.20 each

i Limited time offer

• Limited time offer

Tired of throwing
your weight around?

i

FREE

l-xcrcise

UEE..<!/.ATTRESS
SET
starting at

CELL PHONE

All You Can Eat

FREE Access AND
Unlimited Weekends For 3 Months
with Leather Case!
Local call Jamie 356-1126 Anytime
Ultimate Cellular- Airtouch

STEAK
VHien you purchase
the dinner Super Buffd
j at the reg. price of $6.99

r

*^

19995

I

Billiards and Sports Gar ^£J
(across from Harshman)

^JP

LOWEST PMC€S INTOUIN
€V€RYDBY - Ml. DRY - kill NIGHT
$1.00 WELL DRINKS
$1.00 16 oz. DOMESTIC DRAFTS
$1.25 DOMESTIC BOTTLES

r

$2.00 cover
Thurs-Sat
*• After 7:00-

MONDIW NIGHT FOOTBALL*

$1.00

lover
n-Wei

FREE WINGS (10 max per person)

KBRBOK€ - €V€RV THURSDAY
DJ AND DANCING -€V€RV FRIDAY AND SRTURDm

I
'

il

MOOI.l'UMIH^IKII)
UmMdrmrUfrr
Bcwnw ma indndnl

STEAK & SEAFOOD

1544F..Wooster
in Bowling Green
I Across from the Stadium

$2.00 cover
Under 21
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Sound Feature
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• Death of a
• Tony's Sound
Salesman Review Parade

In the
spotlight...

Scary Season Nears

Carvey recovers from surgery
Ex-Saturday Night Live actor Dana Carveyis well after
undergoing angioplasty surgery to clear a clogged heart
artery. A California hospital
released the 42-year-old on
September 27.

Pumpkins and haunted houses around Bowling Green carry us into Halloween festivities

Jumbo Popcorn
>bert
Szorady

JP^»
£ S

BG Entertainer
Writer

L£

Halloween
remembered

For the bulk of the reader>hip i.l ihe- BG News, nostalgia
'omes ,ii a relatively low cost
Ve're all well-fed sons and
laughters of used-car dealers
uid mailmen, housewives and
working mothers, who grew up
II the tree lined, palatial
Suburbs of Ohio. You learn this
rom the many interesting
•onversatlons you shared with
loormates when you first
noved Into your shabbily
barpeted. amenity-stricken
lorm room fit for rats and. oh
res. freshmen. Tm from
fawnburg. It's a nice town
ipstate." "I'm from Ho-Hum
is tn the east, almost on the
harder. Hey. I knew someone
rom Yawnburg." "Wow." End of|
hieanlngful conversation for the
'ear
These simple memories and
ipbringings are a collective
sort. It seems we did not have .1
III lil 1101111 of our own. but that
K shared It with everyone. This
>rings us to one of the more
•herished holidays. Halloween,
'ou don't have to go to church
Ike Christmas, and for Thanksjivtng. you hate your cousin's
•land stuffing and you know it
Jesldes. you get a ton of candy.
There was nothing better
han getting home a bit after
;ight o'clock, the city councilleslgnated time for Halloween
laving faded, and pouring your
xxity. whether it be from one of
'our mom's old pillowcases or.
or those more ambitious, a
;arbage bag. onto the living
00m tloor. There, you would
ieparate the good candy (gumm
>cars. full-size candy bars that
velrd old lady with thirty cats
vas handing out) from the bad
pr.uuit butter things wrapped
n orange and black, loose
•hange from the woefully
inprepared. the apple given by
he wimpy local dentist) from
he ugly (those people that were
home, but Just didn't turn on
my of their lights in a fetid
ittcmpt to make you think
hey're not home). You would
hen reflect on the glory ol it all.
Df life at that moment, and
ertainlv not that rerun of the
en cartoon

jCor.unued on page 9

Haunted houses
happening in area

Pumpkinpicking
patches
prevalent
Tom Denk and Lorl Toerne
The BG Entertainer
There's only one fruit worth
throwing this holiday season, and
pumpkin is its name.
No other holiday produce meets
the ill fale met so often by pumpkins, yet their presence is so ensconced in Halloween lore they
keep coming back for more.
Local pumpkin seekers have
several pumpkin outlets to search
this year in hopes of finding that
special gourd.
For those preferring to get their
fruit fresh from a pumpkin patch,
instead of from the boring, usual
supermarket, may do so either at
MacQueen's Orchard in Maumce
or Klickman Farms In Elmore.
MacQueen's Orchard, located
at 7605 Garden Rd.. is open from
9 a.m. until 8 p.m. Although
MacQueen's specializes in apples,
they have various pumpkins for
sale. MacQueen's Orchard can be
contacted at (419) 865 2916.
Klickman Farms offers customers a special weekend entertainment for children. "We have
horse and wagon rides, a straw
maze, a pelting zoo. face painting, a craft show and plenty of
fcod." said farm owner Marylin
Klickman.
Klickman Farms sells various clipped pumpkins. Including pre-palntcd ones. Klickman
Farms, located on Linker-Portage Rd.. is open on weekends
from I 1 a.m. until 6 p.m.
Klickman Farms can be contacted at (419) 862-3503.
Pumpkins are the soul of the
Halloween season. But there's

BG News Photo by Amy Strieker
Pumpkin sale patrons disc uss gourds

BG News Photo by Amy Strieker

Larry Besancon picks
pumpkins at a UAO sponsored event on Wednesday.
more to pumpkins than scooping out their Innards and turning them into Jack-o-lanterns.
The extremely adventurous can
attempt to make pies, while the
less daring person may choose
to remove the seeds and fry
them in butter, salt and oil.
Although casual pumpkin
purchasers may not choose to
imitate Linus from Peanuts
fame In their pumpkin pursuits, alternatives do exist to to
smashing them on your
neighbor's front porch.

?um?xJN
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1 nine-inch unbaked pie shell
1/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1/2 cup packed brown sugar
1 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1 16-ounce can pumpkin
puree
141/4 cups evaporated skim
milk
3 large egg whites
a pinch of ground cloves
Preheat oven to 450 degrees.
In a large bowl, beat all tilling
ingredients until no lumps
remain Pour into pie shell and
bake 10 min Reduce heat to
325 degrees Fahrenheit and
bake 50 min. mote (or until a
knife inserted in the center
comes out clean.) To avoid
browning of pie shell edges,
cover them with narrow strips ot
aluminum (oil. Remove (oil
during the last 15 min ol
baking Se'- >s eight, 212
caiones per ;rving (26% tat).

Tod McCloskey
The BG Entertainer
Tired of doing the same olt
thing every weekend?
Do you need something to
Jump start your heart li.'o having some fun once again? With
the Halloween season approaching, there are several haunted
houses that could spook you
with some great weekend entertainment.
The Haunted Hydro and
Dark Attraction Park is the
Cedar Point of Halloween activities. Rated the best Halloween
activity center in Ohio for the
past four years, the Hydro is a
romplete park full of unusual
and scary things to do.
"We've doubled our attractions from last year."_PGA golf
pro and Hydro personnel Fred
Ruiz said. 'Adding the 'Beware
House.' as well as other games
to the park as really made a difference."
With two haunted houses, the
Hydro and the Beware house,
the Dark Attraction Park officials have seen a big change in
number of people attending.
"Our ticket sales have shown
what we projected with adding
the 'Beware' house." Ruiz said.
"We've had more than satisfying
results with our attendance thus
far."
Not only do people from Ohio
travel to this dark and scary
place, but vistors from Michigan.
Pennsylvania. Indiana and Ken
lucky are not uncommon to see
"Its kind of surprising to see
as ma. t> people as we have from
Indiana and Kentucky." Ruiz
said. "I think having people visit
from four different states shows
us we have a lot of good things
to see and do."
It's not only the haunted
houses people are coming to see.
Dark Attraction Park features
a entire smorgesboard of crazy
things.
• WUPW FOX-36 presents a
.10 min. interactive suspense
"Halloween Horror Nights"
presentation.
• 13-hole "Ghostown Golf
with glow-in-the dark balls
• "Rimelspach Produce," a
pumpkin-patch where you get to
pick your own pumpkins.
• "Helter Shelter" store with
pumpkins and more
•"Costume Holiday"

halloween store, complete with
everything you need for this
year's Halloween season.
• "Outback Paintball," featuring a trail of spooky ghouls
that you splat with palntballs.
• "Haunted Readings," psychic readings done by Madame
Rose of The Toledo Psychic Center.
• "Hunster-Mobiles," two
scary cars on display that make
Chrstine look like Herby the iovebug.
With so much available, the
Dark Attraction Park has activities appealing to nearly any type
of person.
"We have not excluded any
type of family or person with our
activity designs." Ruiz said. "We
just have so much to offer anybody."
Ticket packages can range
from one haunted house ($7) to
the one of everything package
($24).
Located in Freemont. OH.,
the Haunted Hydro is only a 30
min. drive from BGSU. For directions and more information.

students and theii ['ii-paieclness foi satisfying careers. As ouf 1,000 alii"

*e pio»iile 10 inn 650
in pioviilt? you wil

unmatched educational e*penence featuring:
• A .veil tounded. ngorous educational piogiam:
e>penence:
•

ed<rr ot
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four College clinics;
• Extensive inteidisciplinary clinical learning
opportunities:
An internationally known research center;
!
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internships globally:
• A beautiful ?3-acre campus featuring
superior facilities;
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job placement;
• New state-of-theait library to support education and reseaich.

for a personal visit or moie detailed infoimation, call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at

1-800-888-4777
CuTiinrted to Cunxal licetlerci orrd /Veporeflneii for Proteiwol Surrey
NORTHWESTEriN COLLEGt OF CHIROPRACTIC
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• A Career Services Office to assist graduates in
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Salads!!

Side Salad-$1.25
ChefSaIad-$2.25
Grilled Chicken - $3.25
Choose from French.
Ranch. Italian. Lite Ranch,
(extra cheese available ! Thousand Island, or Blue
Cheese Dressing
at an additional charge) J
expires 12-31-97

Subs

1

American, Italian, Ham 8t \
$1.25 each!!
Cheese, BLT. Steak. J
Meatball, or Pizza
{
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, '>
or Rootbeer
?
6"-$2.50
forder of 6 Breadsticks with;
sauce-or add cheese for \
12"-$3.50
just 50c more!

attention;

• final term lull-time pnvate piactice

One Item Pizzas ;
Small - $4
Medium - $5
Large - $6

JJ2 liters or Breadsticksj

11:1 student-to faculty rat'}, individual faculty

• Clinical internships in 100* community and

•

call 419-334-2451 or travel to
their
website
(www.hauntedohio.com).
If you're looking for something closer to BG. J.C.'s
Haunted Trail of Terror, located on S. Wintergarden Rd.
(Rotary Nature Center). Is the
haunted activity closest to
BGSU.
Starting on Oct. 17 and running through Nov. 1. this "Trail
of Terror" promises to offer
great fun on the "Hayrtde from
Hell." Tickets are $5.

BG News Photo by Jeremy Martin

PIZZrl COMPANY*

• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and

Jim Morrison live on new
tune
The Doors n 'eased their
first new tune In i, .trlvn quarter of a century
'Orange
County Suite" mixes a live performance Jim Morrison delivered in 1966 at the Whiskey a-Go-Go with back-up tracks
recently recorded by surviving
band members. The song can
be found on an upcoming fourdisc box set containing outtakes,
demos,
rarities,
unreleased concert performances.

Workers at the Haunted Hydro warm up to scare patrons.

vm*mr*>*\A.4

At Noitli*estem College ol Chiropractic, we terl strongly about the gu,i H

Tod McCloskey
Entertainment Editor
372-2603
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expires 12 31-97

Monday &
|Make Your Pizza!\\
Tuesday Only! \Unlimited Toppings!! *
\2 Medium 1-item pizzas?
Medium $9
$
Large $10

8.50

■Extra cheese & Items available;
|at an add. charge. Please
gmantion special when ordering;
expires 12 31-97

(extra cheese available at an
additional charge)
expires 12-31-97

'
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1234 N. Main St. 354-0558
Jeven Years In Tibet (PG-13)
4:10 7:00 9:50
The PeaceMaker (R)
4:45 7:20 10:00
Most Wanted (R)
5:15 7:25 9:40
The Edge (R)
425 10:10

I

W

127 N Mam. BG* 353-1361

Morgan Freeman

K& the Giris
Fri7:009J0l2Mldnite
SatSan2H»4J07.-009-JO
Mar-llHin7.-009-JO "

L.A. Confidential (R)
7:10
ri 4 Out (PG-13)
525 7*0 1020
Box Ottice opens at 4:00p.m

Join
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Gupton brings 'Salesman' to life
Michael Leonard
The BG Entertainer
Arthur Miller's "Death of a
Salesman" opens the fall season
for the Bowling Green State University Theatre department this
weekend at Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
A talented cast breathes life
into this script and really makes
you think twice about the issues
that It exposes.
Director Janet Gupton has
assembled a fine cast and crew
for her Interpretation of the play,
which centers around the performance of Allen Kepke as Willy
Loman.The BG Theatre professor Is playing his final role at BG.
Set designer Bradford Clark,
lighting director Steve Boone
and sound director Brian Ratliff
work together to create an air of
gloom over the stage. The set Itself has an earthy, drab feel to
it. Props used during the play
are kept to a minimum to portray the lack of extravagance in

the Loman household.
One disappointment is the
background scenery that hung
above 'he set. On a set that
seemed very natural in Its tones,
the background appears too colorful to be effective.
The costumes In the play, designed by Margret McCubbln.
portray the dlvtson between the
Lomans and their more successful acquain-tances.
In terms of individual performance, all Involved play their
roles very well.
Among the main characters.
Kiff Vanden Heuvel and Brian
Richards are excellent as Biff
and Happy. Loman's shifty sons.
Patricia Rudes gives a wonderful performance as Willy's
wife. Linda. Torn between maintaining Willy's false world and
getting her sons to help her husband. Rudes does a fine Job of
portraying Linda as paralyzed in
her position, right up until the
final moment of the play.

photo curie.y Public Relation.

Wille Lomax talks to his son in BG Theatre's "Death of a Saleman"

In this group of great performances. Kepke outshines all.
Kepke runs the gamut of emotions, breathing life Into an aging salesman obsessed with the
American myth of success.

"Death of a Salesman" runs
throughout this weekend at the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Showtimes are at 8 p.m. tonight
and Saturday and 2 p.m. on
Sunday.

Tradition continues at BG Music & Sound
(Second of a three-part series on downtown BG music stores;

fflCe«oracoPy°^w

Troy Reynolds
The BG Entertainer
Bowling Green may not be the
musical center of the universe.

but that doesn't mean that It is
without benefits and opportunities. One of those opportunities for local rock musicians
is Bowling Green Music ft

ITS.---; c

328 S. rA»»n "~
fouronlyomce)

352"5°2fL

THE 1997
KEY
YEARBOOKS
are here.
Pick yours up
today in 28
West Hall.
You may still
buy
one-only
$25.95. Call
372-8086.

Previously known as "Jim's
Guitar," the store was purchased
by the current owners, including Madhatter owner Billy
Hanway. four years ago. In that
time, they have built a clientele
which is split between college
students and local musicians.

BG New. Photo by Amy Striker

Automotive^"Service Centers

The store sells not only guitars, but amps, music and any
other accessory a customer may
need. BG Music & Sound rents
also P.A. equipment to many
people. The customers range
from rock bands to country
groups to local churches. DJ
rentals are also very popular.
The store caters to the audio

end of music, with a wide variety of equipment available. The
store really has no direct competition in Bowling Green, but
that is easily explained. "This
is a specialty-oriented business," said Hanway. "It quickly
separates the people who know
what they are doing from those
who don't."
Some of the main attractions
of the store are the extensive
knowledge and experience of
the employees and owners, student packages on equipment,
guitar lessons and repairs and
the convenient location.
The store even has a pleasant atmosphere. One of the
most interesting items among
the myriad selection of guitars
on the wall Is a Roy Rogers' guitar from the 1950's. Purchased
as a decoration at a sale, the
guitar has brought several offers from customers who would
like to buy the much soughtafter piece of memorabilia.
BG Music & Sound is one of
the more unique musical stores
In the town. Hanway would like
the public to think of It as "the
true musician's friend."

Guitars hang from BG Music & Sound.

FALCON ATHLETICS THIS WEEKEND!!
Football

| Volleyball |

Hockey

Soccer

"Undefeated in the MAC!"

MEN'S

m vs.

VS.

Western
Michigan

< WARRANITY 24 24 WARRANITY 24/24 WARRANITY 24-24 WARRr,

BP
PROC/IRE

Sound.
Located at 130 E. Wooster. the
business Is described as a "rock
n roll combo store" which offers
something for everyone, whether
a beginner or an experienced
musician.
While the store's current Incarnation is very young, the historic building has been home to
a music emporium of one type
or another since the 1940's. The
building Is currently owned by
the University.

Akron
Friday 7:00 p.m.

(Parent's Day)

VS.

Saturday
2x00 p.m.

Kent
Sunday 3:00 p.m.

Waterloo
Friday
7x00 p.m.
Ice Arena

Sunday

2:00 p.m.

Cechrane Field

■3

* STUDENTS ADMITTED FREE WITH VALID BGSU ID *

Study Abroad Fair
PARENTS' WEEKEND
ENJOY THE BLUES
WHILE VISITING BG!

BGSU Student* Receive • 10% DUcount Off Service*

For Ml Your Automotive Nccdi
• Bumper to Bumper Repair
• 24 month/ 24,000 mile warranity
FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hour* of Operation: MON-FW 7:00 AM to 6:30 m,
SAT 8;00 AM to 2:00 TU

171 S. Main St. Bowling Green
41 f • 3S3 • 3060
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
CS

Saturday
THE CHICAGO
RHYTHMN AND
BLUES KINGS
GUTSY
CHICAGO
STYLE BLUES

Wednesday
10:00 ani - 3:00 pm
Come learn about
ftudy abroad opportunities
throughout rhe world

WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE

24 24 WARRANITY 24 24 WARRANITY 24 24 WARRANITY 24 24

October

19 and Over Every Night

Enrich your life!

Bowling Green State University
Sluctani Union

Friday, October 10. 1997
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THE PUMPKIN PEDDLER

«f& The Sound Parade

by Tony Cavallario

f**M §SS& THE
BRING

?5R!iE

FAMILY!

15 VARIETIES
Hayrides on Weekends
Walk orRide Through!
20354 N. Dixie Hwy. (South of 582) B.G.
For into, call 352-5961
Hours: Mon-Fri. 4p.m.- Dark
Sat. 9 a.m. -Dark; Sun. Noon-Dark

Aphex Twin- "Come to
Daddy"

Laika- "sound of the
staellite"

Whiskeytown

Listening to Aphex Twin conures up wild visions for me. try
riti to picture an artist making
his strange ambient music. I
bften think of the music being
jenerated by a child prodigy, one
vho spent all summer In a dark
jasement making music. SomeIOW. the child converted his
Nintendo and his Mom's comliter into the world's most
ing music machine. And he
a himself Aphex! win.
, ..ill bi.tniac . half-Mozart.
klcahnl D. James (a.k.a. Aphex
rwln) is a full-grown man. His

tnob-tweaking wizardry has
converted many to electronic
nuslc. For his live shows, rumor
las It he lies on a couch, playng his keyboards and machines
is if he were In the comfort of
lls own home, while around him
lramatic and playful human
Sized bunnies chase each other.
dance and even copulate.
His records are equally
[strange. Even at his finest monents. making tear-jerklngly
jretty music, Aphex Twin does
lot reveal himself. His songs all
lave funny names, his concepts
ire funny, the pictures he puts
)f himself all over his records are
Funny. On "Come to Daddy." the
computer voices get even more
>erverted and silly. Where arc
hese mumbling children coning from?
Yet. he accompanies this with
jis most beautiful, elaborate
nuslc. Does he have any Idea
low much emotion he generates
vlth a bunch of clicks and beeps
ind a simple keyboard melody?
"Come to Daddy" Is an eight

song record of the lastest Aphex
Twin tracks. "Pappa s Remix" is
the scariest song imaginable. A
nice contast to "Fluke...." which
follows as one of the most soothing tracks. The most telling Is
I he final track, so gentle and
steady that I could almost hear
vocals. Is this the future of music or what?
Whiskeytown. Uggh. Remeber
yall-ternatlve? Add a pedal steel
guitar and a fiddle It. the
Jayhawks and the Wallflowers,
and you've got It.
The good thing is that
Whiskeytown Isn't a big stretch
for top 40 rock fans or fans of
Nell Young. Bob Dylan or any
acoustic twangy songwriter.
With Whiskeytown. there is a lot
of sad and introspective front
porch music to be found. In
Whiskeytown. there's a lot more
Texas than Son Volt or Wllco can
project.
In other words, it's a little less
poppy, and the Imagery of the
iyrics is more specific, poetic and
descriptive about life than others. Still. Whiskeytown shares
all good country music's ability
to turn complex Issues of life
Into a lieautiful first person narration. Whlskeytown's singer/
songwriter is twice the storyteller that Jakob Dylan or Jewel
will ever be. In fact, the only
thing wrong with Whiskeytown
is their timing. Their nice album
will probaly get lost in the sea of
alternative country.
Lalka. When Time magazine
declared the death of cock rock
this summer (in an article celebrating the Lllith Fair). I hey

Cornershop -When I was
born for the seventh time

failed to mention that guitars and
drum kits were on their way out
as well. On the Her of pop music
directly underneath the organic
songwriters like Paula Cole and
Sarah McClaughlln. is the experimental musicianship of BJork.
Portlshead. Stereolab and many
Intelligent female-fronted bands
that rely on means other than
guitar chords to express themselves. As this fall's many such
record releases have shown, this
is a great thing for the world of
music.
These circumstances leave
Lalka In an Interesting position.
They certainly have the formula.
But they arc certainly not Innovators. Their style Is Interesting
enough to make "Sounds of the
Satellites" worth the listen.
Instead of going for the hip
breakbeats of other artists, Lalka
often reverts to simple 80s industrial beats. Most of the music Is wonderful, but unlike wellwritten songs, the vocals are
merely slapped upon the music.
So what you get most of the time
is two minutes of Instrumental
beauty, extended infinitely until
the whlspery. monotonous vocals
run out of words. The songs go
three or four minutes before the
track laid down at the beginning
is ever manipulated or embellished on. This Is quite tedious - no holding back, no suspense,
no reason to say these songs are
anything more than boring.
Corners hop is the doll of the
music critics right now. Why?
They are truly unique and perfect for the times. Cornershop
fuses the use of synthetic beats.

sampling and the use of turn
tables, exotic (I.e. not guitars) in
struments. and brit-pop.
Brimful of Asha." their an
noylng 120 Minutes MTV singlt
will drive you nutty. Its a thre<
chord pop-song with a cheesj
melody that you will never for
get. The catchiness Is typical
but the pop song Is one of th<
many formats Cornershop taketj
on this release.
Its
sound
quite
llk<j
C 'rnershop almost knows how
to "I iv guitar, almost can MI»
and almost can apply beats anc
samples to their songs. It mlgh
be their lack of perfection tha
makes cornershop so appealing
The song which follows "Brim
ful of Asha" has this silly riff thai
should carry a groove, but Instead Cornershop keeps stop
ping It. like stopping a spinning
records, and stalling it again ir
a manner that Just takes all iln
queasiness that "Brimful'
started Into full-on nausea. Yel
somehow its enjoyable.
When the sitars and hanc
drums kick in. I am baffled. It
well executed, so I can't com
plain. But why? What cause:
people to make refreshingly In
novatlve pop music?
There Is a logical explanatlorj
for this spiritual/cultural side
as foreshadowed by the use o
traditional eastern Instrument^
and chants. The hand is a col
laboration between one English]
and one Indian songwriter. I
anything. It makes you think!
that finally the doors are flnall)
open to diverse and innovativt
music.

Halloween continued
replayed ad nauseum. It was
undeniably great.
But where did Halloween
come from? Much emphasis is
put on the historical origins of
I lalloween. In lieu of doing any
actual research. I'm going lo go
with those historical Standby*,
the originators of Christmas,
traditional male-female roles of
the family, and presumably,
sliced bread, those crazy Pagans
They did everything else, so why
not Halloween?
The story (or my story) goes
that Henry and Doris, a Pagan
couple with too many kids.

PARENTS WEEKEND
OCTOBER 10-12, 1997

Saturday, October 11
Judy Collins
8:00 pm Judy Collins Concert
Anderson Arena. Memorial Hall. Judy Collins has
one of the most distinctive voices of our time. With hits
like 'Both Sides Now,* 'Send in the Clowns,'and 'Chelsea
Morning,' this is sure lo be a great show. Performing
with Ms. Collins will be Ihe BGSU Collegiate Chorale.
Reserved scat tickets are available on Friday in the
Office of Student Activities. 330 Student Union, or by
calling 419-372-2343. On Saturday, tickets may be
purchased at the Anderson Arena box office after 5:00
pm. Ticket prices are $16, S12, or S8.

Saturday, October 11
2:00 pm Football vs. Western Michigan
BG is 3-0 in the MAC. Watch them go for win
number 4 as they lake on the Broncos of Western Michigan.

Friday, October 10
7:00pm

7:00 pm

devised a plan to 'lose" two of
their youngest kids, who were
named Trick and Treat. They
sent them out. equipp-d with
garish glow-ln-the-dark face
paint, those dorky vest reflectors, rubber masks that would
efficiently suffocate an ox and
glo-sticks that burn out five
minutes after you break the
things, into the woods, a la
"Hansel And Gretel."
Unfortunately, the kids found
their way back, and Instead of
reporting the crime to the Pagan
Police (whose name would make
a great short-lived Saturday
morning cartoon), the kids made

their parents give them candy.
The parents finally got fed up
and bludgeoned one of the kids
with a pumpkin, and volla! A
new holiday was born. It Is not
known which one of the kids
was killed, and that Is why kids
today ask. "Trick or Treat?" Well,
can you think of a better explanation?
Also in the past, much to-do
centered in the darker aspects of
Halloween. I.e.. all the Satan
stuff. But In this modern world
of evil, what with drugs, crime,
and philosophy courses, does
Halloween still deserve Its
reputation for the occult? This

writer says no. although those
people who dress like Marilyn
Manson get pretty upset If you
don't say you're offended by
them. So. what the hey. By the
way. "Satan" is an anagram for
"Santa." But that's another
holiday.
We" as the day draws closer,
some will regain the youthful
enthusiasm of their youth,
perhaps rightfully, and some will
place themselves Into an adult
role, a role of observing the
frolics of youth, perhaps rightfully also. Who's to say? Well ..
you do get free candy.

8:00 pm

8:00pm
8:00 pm
and
11 .-00 pm
8:00 pm

10:00 am5:00 pm
11:00 am
11:00 am

^^■M
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30 PACK

$10*99

8:00 pm
and
11:00 pm
8:00 pm

8:00 pm

~ Money Orders Available -ATMCOUNTDOWN SPONSORED BY:

2:00 pm

BGSU Athletic Department

2:00 pm

LITHUANIA SELECT (EX)
OHIO ALL-STARS IEX)
9 Si. Bonaventure
OHIO NORTHERN

o*h

DAYS

LEFT
Friday, October 17 10:30pm
Anderson Arena
FEATURING:
97-98 Men's Basketball Team
Midnight Scrimmage & Practice
3 on 3 B-ball Tourney @ 7pm
Detroit Pistons Dance Team "Automation"
Food, Contests & Lots of Prizes!

372-2222 or 372-2719
Planetarium Show
Planetarium, Physical Science! Building
51 00 donation accepted
Selena
111 OlscampHall
$2.00 for students with 1D. $ 1.00 for parents.
Sponsored by UAO.
Real Deal Crazy Game Show
Silver River Cafe, llarthman Quadrangle.
Sponsored by UAO.

College of Business Administration
Reception. Second Floor, Lounge.
Business Administration Building.
College of Education and Allied Professions
Reception. Second Floor. Education Building
Parents' Advisory Council Meeting
Alumni Room. Student Union.
"Get Wired" Internet presentation
Main Lobby, Jerome Library
Little Red Schoolhouse Tours
Career Services Presentation
Room 113. Business Administration Building
Honors Family Day Luncheon (11 ami pm)
MAC Countryside. For more information, call
he Honors Program at 372-8504.
Selena
111 Olscamp Hall
$2.00 for students with ID. $1.00 for parents.
Sponsored by UAO.
Death of a Salesman, play by Arthur Miller
Eva Marie Saint Theater
for tickets call the Theater Department,
372-2222 or 372-2719.
Public Skating Ice Arena

Sunday, October 12
9:30 am

COUNTDOWN TO

Anderson Arena
Death of a Salesman, play by Arthur Miller
Eva Marie Saini Theater

Saturday, October 11
9:00 am

10:00 am

Ice • Fountain Express
Cold beer at state minimum prices i
Fresh deli • Fresh gourmet coffee i„

office at 372-2762
Volleyball vs. Akron

fof ticket! call the Theater Department.

9:15am

353-7767
425 E. Wooster

Hockey vs Waterloo
BGSU Ice Arena
for heket information call ihc Athletic ticket

8.15 pjn.
J:30 p.m.
TBA
7:00 pm.

@ Illinois-Chicago
TBA
® Detroit
TBA
Springfield. MO Pizza Hut Classic
WRIGHT STATE
7:00 p.m
MIAMI
7:00 p.m.
® Western Michigan
.TBA
® Central Michigan
TBA
TOLEDO
7:00 p.m
EASTERN MICHIGAN
7:00 p.m.
KENT.
7:00 p.m.
• Akron
TBA
• Ohio
.TBA
MARSHALL
1:30 p.m.
« Eastern Michigan
TBA
® Toledo
TBA
NORTHERN ILLINOIS
7:00 p.m.
BALL STATE
7:00 p.m.
AKRON
7:00 p.m.
« Kent
.2:00 p.m.
« Marshall
TBA
OHIO
7:00 p.m.
» Miami
7.-00 p.m.
MAC Tournament 1st Round (Campus sues)
MAC Tournament (SeaGate Centre. Toledo)

3:00 pm

3:00 pm
3:00 pm
3:30 pm

Falcon Parents' Connection Meeting
Ohio Suite. Student Union
Men's Soccer vs. Miami
Mickey Cochrane Field
Death of a Salesman, play by Arthur Miller
Eva Marie Saint Theater
for tickets call the Theater Department. 372-2222 or
372-2719
The Life and Death of Hollywood Star
Gish Film Theater. Author Jan Wahl will present
remembrances from his personal relationship with
Louise Brooks.
Volleyball vs. Kent
Anderson Arena
Faculty Artist Series: The Guarneri Duo
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center
Public Skating
Ice Arena

ALL WEEKEND
Special passes available for parents at the Student Recreation Center!
Weekend Pass, good Friday to Sunday S12
Single use pass
S5
Hours:

Friday 7 am-11pm
Saturday 9 am-11 pm
Sunday 12 noon-11 pm
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Jenny McCarthy tones down act for new series
The Associated Press

Also missing are the burping
and wheezing tliat adorned "The
LOS ANGELES -- It's definitely Jenny McCarthy Show," her
Jenny McCarthy on NBC"s new MTV sketch comedy series last
sitcom "Jenny." The blond hair, spring.
blue eyes, etc., etc.. Take a closer
Ditto for the armpit sniffing,
look. Isn't something missing?
nose picking and breaking of
That tongue is firmly back in wind. All gone, she says. End of
her mouth after wagging at story. Sayonara. Ciao.
countless contestants on the
Introducing a gentler Jenny.
MTV dating game "Singled Out,"
The 24-year-old former PlayWhich McCarthy co-hosted for boy Playmate of the Year has
nearly four seasons.
toned down her act to carve a

new niche for herself in the family rooms of America.
She says viewers can see "the
other 70 percent of me" in
"Jenny," airing at 8:30 p.m. EDT
Sundays. And with a rating of
TV-PG, how bad could that be?
"It's the normal side, the human side, the girl thai actually
does get embarrassed sometimes
and who likes talking to Mom
every day on the phone," McCarthy said. "That's the whole side

that's real, that piece I haven't let
people see yet because I was too
busy creating another image."
The weeks surrounding her
network premiere were full of
anxiety and joy.
"The past couple of weeks I
haven't been the easiest person
to live with," McCarthy said. "I've been so terrified. ... You don't
know what will happen, especially when you read different reviews and you know what our

work hasn't been in the past.
"But as we got rolling and as I
surprised myself in seeing what I
can do, I said, 'Hey, maybe this is
going to work for 'Jenny.'"
Some believe it will only work
because the character Jenny
plays Is Jenny, who thankfully
hasnt completely forsaken the
wide-eyed outrageousness that
helped propel her into a primetime network series.
McCarthy plays Jenny McMil-

lan, a grocery store clerk in
Utica, N.Y., who finds out she inherited a house in California
from the father she never knew.
Jenny goes to Los Angeles with
her best buddy Maggie (Heather
Paige Kent) to settle affairs and
decides to stay rather than sell
the home.
NBC has committed to 22 episodes of "Jenny," nearly double
the typical order for a new sitcom.

TURNING POINTS
An informal discussion group
About eahng disorders, weight issues
and normal eating
Beginning Tues . Oct. 21
Meels 1:00-2 30pm
To register can 372-2081
Co-sponsored by Counseling Center
A Student Health Service

PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS
Kaplan, the nation's leading test prep company, is seeking iostructors for LSAT. GRE.
and MCAT courses 10 the TokJeo-BG area.
Applicants must be dynamic communicators
and have at least 90th percentile scores on the
appropriate exam. For more mlo, please contact Jul* Bohlenat (419) 536-3702.

Computer for sale: Packard Bell
Pentium 1201 Gig HD 24M Ram
13" Monitor, Canon BJC-70 pooler
$1299.00 (419) 872-3401Jeff
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372-6977
American Heart
Association,
ftgnftny Heart ChtMM
st>d Stroke

o

AMERICAN HEAR1

CAMPUS EVENTS
Are you ■ leader ?
Come find out who we are,
end how you too can serve as a
leader lor the BGSU Community
IntoNfOhtOcl 14 5:30-7pm
In Union Tafl Rm.
"Uni varsity Ambassadors'*
ARE YOU TRYING TO RECRUIT MEMBLRS
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION' Come lo the
Recruitment Workshop on Wednesday, October 15 at 7:00pm in the Alumni Room of ihe
University Union. For more information co'itact
Student Lt'eai 37? ?843
AS1D MEETING
Moo. Oct. t3. 1997
8:30pm to Gallena
Speaker from Pogoemeyer
Design Firm

ASSOCIATION

MEMORIALS & TRIBUTES

Golden Key National Honor Sociery Reception
Suo. Oct. 12.3:00 <n the Grand Ballroom
"New Members will be honored*

MANDATORY MEETING!
ATTENTION
Elementary Education Majors1!
Spnng 1998
Methods Registration Meeting
Tuesday, October u
4 00 5 30pm
115 Education Buildmg
STUDY ABROAD FAIR
Discover the World' Enoch your life1 Come
lea/o about study abroad opportuoities
throughout the world on Wednesday, October
15th from 10am - 3pm m the Leohart Grand
Ballroom
The 1997 KEY Yearbooks are Here!
Stop by 28 West Hall (Basement) Daily from
lpm • 4pm to pick up or buy la&t year's year
book Questions call 372-8086.

LOST & FOUND

PregnanlV?
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
CONFIDENTIALai JCARING
35a 4673 BG Pregnancy CeoIsw
SKYDIVE NOWII FM^L SPECIAL
JUST $100 00 PER STUDENT
Visa/Mastercard accepted. SKYDIVE BG
Just 10mio,trom campus. 352-5200
Spanish tutoring, all levels.
Contact Maria 354 4216

PERSONALS
—SPRING BREAK.TAKE 2" Organise
groupi Sell 15 Take 2 Free. Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas. Panama dry. Key West Daytooa, Barbados. Padre A More Free Parties.
Eats A Drioks. Sun Splash Tours
1-800426-7710
ml Spnog Break Bahamas Parry Cruise* 6
days $27fii Includes meals. Iree parties1 Get a
group - Go Free* Prices increase soon - Save
$50lsp"ngbreak|raveleom 1-800-678 6386
mi spnng Break Cancun A Jamaica $379'
Book Early - Save* Get a group • Go Free'
Panama Gty $129' South Beach (Bars Close
Sam) $129" springbreakiravel.com
1 800 678 6386
ALPHA PHI "ALPHA PHI
Celebrating t 25 years Sisterhood stronger than ever'
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI

SERVICES OFFERED
Backpacking, canoeing, climbing & kayaking
clmcs, classes ft tnps Black Swamp Outfitters. 140S R>verRd, Waterviile
(419)878 3700
Come A See Dawn at the Changing Times
Full nails $30 Fills $20
354-2242 Call Today ■"

paddles
aiul
wood

Gifts
Saddle Parties
on request!

Tired of throwing
your weight around?
Exercise

Dairy Mart
• Cold Beer

tUbe 3Frencl|l
■Knot
2O0 S. Main St. Downtown
B.O. Phone MB - 3148
Neat lo Mtrl • Am Hank

your needs
353-7767

ATM
425 E. Wooster

Sublease needed ASAP through May i998
Oct. paid $200'mo Own room, dose to campus. Call 353-5190.

HELP WANTED
SiOOO's POSSIBLE TYPINGPart time Al
Home. Toil Free (1) 800 218 9000 Exi T 2076
lor listings

Get Eicued'
Tonight is the B»g
Night'

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Free information Call41Q 347-1475

Dancers • Now hiring for the
ai Gentlemen's Club m Toledo
Travel A magazine modeling available
DejaVu4l9 53t 0079
Earn extra income selling A marketing over
7,000 dill products A services to friends A cus-

AXO'LilDen.se "AXO
Campus Pollyeyea
440 E Court St 352 9638
Smorg Dairy
An you can eat pizza, soup A salad
Mon-Fn. iiam-4pm$4 99
Mon-Fn. 4pm-l0pm $5 99
Sat A Sun $5 99
Dine m only
Conw be a part of the Dream Team
Gel Involved m Daoce Marathon
Committee Applications are Available
to 450 Sfudem Services
Applications due by Oct 20 at 5pm
DELIVERIES
A David Fisher Film
Open Auditions
Be part of the experience
Ages 8 50 needed
List of all roles will be available
Sal Ocl4.12.00pm Wed Oct8.9:30pm
Sal Oct II. 1200pm
Rm 405 University Hall. For more info.
Call Theatre Dept. Erin.
HAPPY NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY
Saturday Oct 11
Be OUT be PROUD be an ALLY
Celebrate diverse lifestyles
Oppose (he oppression of differences
Love. VISION

tomers. Sei your own nouns A work Irom home.
Great business experience' CaM 354 2811
Fnendtya Now Hmng Part-time servers 16-24
hours/week. Morning, lunch. A evenings
available Apply in person from 7am-i lpm
Local business seeks customer service person
to wort m fa si-paced copy, pnnting, and
graphic arts environment Afternoons 20 to 30
hours per week Computer experience preferred Send letter of application and resume to
Fast Company, 525 Ridge St. Bowling Green
No phone ca'is or walk-ms, please.
Now accepting applications for all pontons al
PagliaTs Pizza Apply in person M F. 2 4pm @
945 S. Mam Questions? Call Clarence at
352 7571 MF. 8 5

FREE
Courtesyof

PREVIEWTHEATER

Iguana. 2ft. healthy w/cage. $50
Phone 352-2215

Phone Room Sup/HR Assistant
Must be independent worker w/computer exp.
Good oral A written comm. skills, ability to work
3 oights 4 to 9 30 during the week plus share
one weekend shifts Willing to work through the
summer A commit to staying at least one year.
Accepting resumes al 1330 Bishop Rd BG,
OH 352-8H 5 eit 212

Nissan Sentra 1992. 2 door, 4 speed manual.
JVC CD player, AM/FM stereo, Amplifier
$3200 Call 353-7379

Rally's is looking for hourly and salaried Managers and Team Members. Excellent benefits.
Immediate openings. Interested? Please call
419 697 0675

PowerBook 170. active matrix. 8/200/14.4,
$630 • tax. Other models available. Call Paul
at 353-7265

Security Officers
Earn money while you study Immed. lull & pt.
time positions avail in Bowling Green Must be
at least 18 yrs old. No exp. necessary although a plus. Must have telephone A reliable
transportation Full benefit package avail, pad
vacations, advancements, weekly pay. uniforms. & pao" training. Apply m person or call
Continental Secret Service Bureau, Inc. 415
Huron St. Toledo, OH 43604. 1-800-869-8975
Spring Break '98 * Cancun From $389
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and go free)
15 Free Meals, Lowest Prices Guaranteed1
1-800 446 8355' www sunbreaks com
State Tested Nursing Assistants
Wood County Nursing Home has full aod part
time positions available These positons offer
compeive wages, weekend differential, uniforms, and excellent benefits
Apply to: Wood County Nursiog Home
11080 E.Gypsy I aneRd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
TA.S.P. Interoatiooal is curreotly interviewing
highly motivated, hard working BGSU students
to fill management positoos across Ohio. Gam
real world experience to build for your future
Internships and coops available, average earnings $/000 $9000. Interested students who
want more information call i -800-543-3792

Macintosh LC2 4 80 512K (4MB)
Cost $500 or best offer
Call 372-7345

Raleigh Mt. Bik lor sale
Aluminum frame w rock shocks.
$350. Can 354-6591
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys. BMW's. Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4
WD's. Your area. Toll Free 1-800-218 9000
Eat A 2076 for current listings.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm large turn apt al util met. except electric lights 352-7454
2 bdrm. apt. avail immediately. Furnished or
unfurnished. All uM mclud Call 352-1520.
For Rent: Luxury Home m BG s exclusive Coventry 4 bdrm. 3 lull baths, huge finished
basement, with wet bar A kitchen. Whirlpool
tub m mater bdrm, forma! living & dining room,
den. Culligao H20 system, sprinkler system,
tons of storage space. Prufesstonally decorated A landscaped. $l950/mo. Call (419)
353 3706 to set up appt
Large 1 bdrm A lots of storage. No pets, 1 yr.
lease. $400 including utilities/mo.
352-1268 or 354-0229
Subleaser needed @ Summit Terrace apts. 1
bdrm, AC. carpeted, transportation to and
from campus, laundry facilities, and living
rm.furo avail @ a 1 time add. cost. Can Sean
fc> 352-6408

FOR SALE
Bose stereo system Has receiver/amplifier
and two speakers Need to sell by 10/17. Interested contact 372 8927

Office Support

Pan time Dishwashers A Wait Staff A Cook
wanted. 1-2 lunches a week A 1 or 2 nights a
week Apply BG Country Club 352 3100
Part-time Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc?
Rate of pay is $5 i5 per hour Apply in person
between the hours of 9am-5pm, Mon-Fn at:
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Clough
St BG 43402

Have you done your good
deed for the semester? Well
now you can! We need
volunteers for Preview Day on
Oct 18th.

Men' Men' Are you interested m being a
Presenter to other men on the issues of
Sexual Assault and Prevention'' I! so.
Contact Barbara Hoffman. 372-2120
lor further information
MODEL U.N.CALLOUT
The Department of Political Science is now accepting applications for the 199798 BGSU
Model United Nations Team The deadline is
Monday. October 20 Stop by Williams Hal Rm
fl 11 lor an application and mo-e ■-•orr* -.r :•"

GOVT FORECLOSED homes from pennies
on $1 Delinquent Tax. Repo.'s. REO's Your
Area Toil Free (1) 800 218-9000 Ext H-2076
[or current listings

Subleaser needed ASAP to share 2 Bdrm/ 2
bath lurmshed apt. on E. Merry.
204/persorvmonth plus utilities, cable. A
phone Call Derrick A Lynn @ 352-2281.

20-40 hrs-ween
Com puterExpeneoce Helpful
Apply m person b/w 9-5 W resume
or mail to 325 E. Wooster St

If you are interested come to one
of the two training sessions.
Monday, Oct 13 8:30-9:30pm
2l9 0lscamp
or
Tuesday, Oct 14 8:30-9:30pm
223 Olscamp
Any questions call 372-9866

6DUCATION SOCIALIST

October 10 & 11
8:00 & 11:00 •PO^i
111 Olscamp'Matt
Only $2.00!

Question*???
Call 372-71*4

Singer wanted lor a blues-style band.
Call Mike ai 352-5803

Bartender Mon - Wed nights $6mr Call Annetle 287 4706

The 1997 KEY Yearbooks are Here!
Sop by 28 Wesl Hall (Basement) Daily Irom
1pm - 4pm to ptck up or buy last year's yearbook Questions call 372 8086

r)zAi

2-3 subieesers needed immerjately for 2 bedrocridpt Ro.no-'.ihlcfen! Call 353 33^5

AXO * lil Dense * AXO

WTRAMUHAL ENTRIES DUE INDEPENDENT A FRATERNITY CE HOCKEY - OCT. 7.
PCK UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130 PERRY
FIELDHQUSE.

"for

1-2 Subieasers needed Spring semester One
bedroom house on Wooster. $330 mon + ubl.
353-4037

ASSCMBERS: Excellent income to assemble
products at home Info 1 -504-646-1700 DEPT.
OH 6255

HUNAN PALACE WELCOMES PARENTS!!
Authentic Chinese Food and Great Atmos
phere
$5.95 Student Dinner Specials
Free Delivery w/Min Order $8
Hunan Palace -1616 E Wooster
352 9153 (across from the stadium)
Open Late

Save!
Save!

1 female subleaser needed immediately for 2
bdrm 2 bath apt own room. Cheap root close
to campus. Call 354 6397

AOIIAOUAOIIAOIIAOII
Hey house members
gel excited lor tie house retreat
Friday at 6 30
It's gonna be SOMPPI filled■
See ya there'
AOIIAOIIAOIIAOIIAOII

Love Your Big?
Green Jacket, black poJatec
lined. Last seen 3rd loot
Hanna Hall. 372-5850

WANTED

Part-Time, Temporary Employee,
$8,50/hrImmediately through January 1998
Must be lamiliar with government and have basic computer skills. Assignment is to updaie
TMACOG Northwest Oho Directory ol Pubic
Officials under supervision. Task is lo get current names and other information for all local
elected officials in NW Ohio based on e'oction
results, enter oo computer, and coordination
production ol Directory. Software dBase
IV/DOS Word Perfect 6.1/Windows Submit
resume to Mr Kurt Enchsen, Director of Environmental Planning. TMACOG. PO Bon 9508.
Toledo. QH 43697-9506 by October 17

FOR SALE BY OWNERS
651 Flanders Ave. in Belleville Subdrvison
Bowling Green
FEATURING:
3 Bedroom Tn level Family Room with WBFP
2,050 Square Feet Fenced backyard
2 1/2 Bathrooms 2 Car Garage
Now Appliances Aboveground pool w/deck
Curtains, hardwood floors and more
$155,000
Chene Onans-Gremer and Jerry Gretner
(419)354-2275

The Texas Migrant Council, Inc. has an IMMEDIATE need for an
Education Specialist at its Regional Office in MILLBURY. OHIO.
Responsible for developing, implementing, and monitoring a
comprehensive, developmental!" appropriate
bilingual/bicultural education services program responsive to
the unique educational needs of infants, toddlers and preschool children, and their families. Work requires travel.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Child
Development or Early Childhood Education. Experience in
coordinating the Education component in a Head Start program.
Experience in staff development and Bilingual in English and
Spanish is desired but not required. Good oral and written
communication skills. Two years direct teaching experience
with pre-school children.
Resume Deadline: October 24,1997 or open until filled
Submit resume with cover letter and CURRENT SALARY to:
Texas Migrant Council, Inc.
Attn.: Human Resources. Suite 201
P.O. Box 2579
Laredo, Texas 78044-2579
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mis/Fiscm spccmusT

The Texas Migrant Council, Inc. has an IMMEDIATE need for a
MIS/FISCAL Specialist at its Ohio Regional Office located in
MILLBURY, OHIO.
Responsible for the preparation of the regional budget,
monitoring of regional expenditure funds, budget requests, and
the timely payment of TMC obligations. Will also assist in
overseeing the region's computer network system to include
application software, hardware, accounting system network, and
user training. Work requires travel.
Minimum Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree in Business
Administration or Accounting with 15 credit hours in Computer
Information Systems. Three years of work experience in
accounting related functions. Strong PC skills including word
processing and spreadsheet skills. (WordPerfect, Lotus 1 -2-3. or
Microsoft and Excel). Typing skills of at leasty 35 wpm.
Resume Deadline: Friday, October 24,1997, or open until filled
Submit resume with cover letter and CURRENT SALARY to:
Texas Migrant Council, Inc.
Attn: Human Resources, Suite 201
P.O. Box 2576
Laredo, Texas 78044-2579
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Welcome Parents
HAPPY HOUR 3-9
WEEKEND
Midnight Mauraders
Billiards, Darts, Air Hockey

Ask about Brewster's All-Star Team!
Good Times, Cold Beer & New Faces
135 N. Main

353-6912

